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French Colony Safe
American naval Officers on the warships now patrolling the east coast
of Mexico seem to know nothing of
any peril impending at San Ignacio
to the French colonists there. Rear
Admiral Cowles, from his flagship
California at Guaymas, makes no
mention of any trouble inland, and reports all quiet at Muatlan and
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Santa Pe, N. M., Oct 30. Mrs.
Cox Stevenson, member of the
staff of the bureau of American eth
nology has received notice of the
meeting of the nineteenth Interna
tional congress of Americanists to be
held at Washington. D. C, October
5 to 10, 1914,
One of the features of this congress
is the excursion of the scientists to
New Mexico to study the ancient ruined pueblos and cliff dwellings as well
as the present Pueblo Indians in their
Dative environment.
The International Congress of Amer
icanists has for its object the historic
and scientific study of the two Americas and their inhabitants.
William II. Holmes, curator of art
and anthropology of the Unite States
National museum, is president of the
organizating committee, and Ales
Hrdlicka, curator of physical anth
ropology United States National mu
seum, is secretary.
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found by the river bank under
a few spadefuls of earth and a covering of dead leaves and twigs. Her
clothing had been torn to shreds. The
girl had been strangled.
Horror and fierce anger arose
throughout Rochester, and Indeed the
entire state. The police authorities
were spurred to sleepless efforts to
track the slayer. In no murder case
in the country, perhaps, were so
many clues followed, so many suspects taken. Edward Ewald, a cemetery employe, was arrested, and then
Edward Orr, John McCarthy, Harry
Luveily, Alexander Wall and Frank
Brown, mrsl of them farm hands,
came under the eye of suspicion, but
in every instance the men proved
th?t they could have had no
connection with the crime.
Near the Holy Sepulchre cemetery
is St. Bernard Seminary, a Roman
Catholic institution for the education'
of priests. A priest who had been
seen in the cemetery handling a
spado on the day of the murder was
promptly arrested, but soon afterward released. Then the theory was
taken up that the girl had a love
with one of the students.
Nine
were placed under surveillance, two
under arrest; but again suspicion
was wholly unfounded.
Five months later came a sensation
from Portsmouth, N. II. James E.
the
Hall, a marine, had confessed
murder of Anna Schumacher. Sheriff and district attorney from Rochester hastened to Portsmouth and there
found Hall a prisoner in the brig of
the receiving ship Southey. He had
served a month of a 12 months' sentence for desertion.
lie told a convincing story. He
said he was a Swede who had left
his parents' home in Wisconsin and
become a tramp, and beat his way to
Chicago and then east, and that Saturday, August 9, found him walking
aloug the road that passes the Holy
Sepulchre cemetery. He said he saw
Miss Schumacher lay the flowers on
her father's grave and then kneel
and pray at a nearby shrine and that
then she had wandered along the
paths toward the river bank, whereupon he slunk after her, came artrand
in front of her and began chatting
with her and she with him. He said
she talked amiably until he spoke disrespectfully, when she sought to run
away, but that he had seized and
strangled her and kJater, in horror
over what he had done, tried to conceal the crime by burying her. Then
he had fled west to Columbus, O.,
where he enlisted in the marines, deserted and was captured.
The Rochester officials did not for
an instant doubt his story. He was
under a sentence of imprisonment for
desertion, but under the circumstance
of the grave crime of which he had
confessed, this sentence was declared null and Hall was handed dishonorable discharge papers and surrendered to the Rochester sheriff. And
Hall grinned as he rode along, for
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Madison Heights, Va. Mr. Chas. A,
MANY PEOPLE LIKE TO PRETEND
THEY ARE DEPRAVED
Ragland, of this place, writes: "1 have
ht
been taking Thedford's
MURDERERS
for indigestion, and other stomach troub- -i
New York, Oct. 30. Can you ima- les, also colds, and find it to be the very
best medicine I have ever used.
gine what possible, motive, what
After taking
for a few
could
ever
have
queer impulse you
I
feel like a new man."
for confessing yourself guilty of a days, always
Nervousness, nausea, heartburn, pain
murder of which you were really inin pit of stomach, and a feeling of fullnocent?
ness after eating, afe sure symptoms of
Yet such has been the frequency of stomach
trouble, and should be given the
so
such occurrences,
many have proper treatment, as" your strength and
strangely played at this gruesome health depend very largely upon your
dodge, that the law a long way back food and its digestion.
found it necessary to take measures
To get quick and permanent relief
to defend itself against making the from these ailments, you should take
horrible mistake of executing the a medicine of known curative merit.
Its 75 years of splendid success, in iha
wrong persons on the confessions of
victims of themselves. treatment of just such troubles, proves
the would-bIn fact, it was centuries ago when the real merit of Thedford's
Safe, pleasant, gentle in action,
the law found itself facing the probit is sure
lem. In those olden times it was suf- ind wiihout bad
io benefit both young and old,.
For sale
avow
to
of
a
ficient for
person
guilt
n. C va.
a murder to be promptly led away everywhere. Price 2x.
on
or
the block,
to the gallows
his
But when it year old girl who died the victim of
own statement alone.
wa3 found out again and again that an atrocious attack, acted not through
the executed persons had lied the hysteria or madness, but with a well
law wrought a change, so that now defined reason back of their strange
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af-af- ir
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ht.

after-effec- ts,

act.
The murder of Miss Schumacher
was a frightful crime. Child of a most
respected family, the girl bore an
unblemished reputation. She was the
great pet of her father, and when he
died was inconsolable. Whenever her
duty of assisting her mother in the
housework allowed. Miss Schumacher
had only one object in her leisure
time, and that was to carry flowers
to her father's grave In the Holy
Sepulchre cemetery and to decorate
his resting place and pray besids the
mound. The grave was not far from
the roadway, and to th- regular pasposed upon him.
In most cases these false confes- sengers and crews of the trolley road
sions of a terrible cirme arise where that passed the cemetery in Bernard,
the crimes have attracted intense a suburb of Rochester, the girl bepublic interest and weak, morbid-minde- came a familiar and touching young
men and women have brood- figure.
She disappeared
ed so constantly and hysterically on
August 9, 1909,
delusion .has de- and was last seen spreading woodland
the case that-th- e
they flowers on her father's grave. The
veloped in their brains that
were the actual assassins. This has signs of a struggle she had against
been especially true of cases which her murderer weer on the very grave
have been mysterious where there itself, and there were marks elsehas been a great outcropping of theo- where on the lawn to Indicate that
ries in efforts to name the motive the body had been dragged toward a
and solve the identity of the perpe- nearby river bank. But though it
was certain the attack on the girl octrator of the ghastly' offense.
But unique in the records of such curred in the cemetery or probable
confessions are those which have been that the body was hidden near by
one only two weeks ago in a unless it had been carted away under
mp.de
Philadelphia jail in connection with cover of night, it was not until the
the murder of Miss Anna Catharine following Monday that the finding of
Schumacher of Rochester, N. Y, for a grave digger's spade with a bloodthe two men who each avowed that stained handle gave the clue to the
h3 was the slayer of the pretty 17- - body being buried somewhere near.
civilized countries the mere
unsupported confession of a person
to the capital crime of murder may
not be taken as conclusive. The confession must be fully investigated
and corroborative evidence offered.
man is not allowed
The
to make a plea of guilty. He must
stand a trial at which his confession,
of course, is admitted into evidence,
but other evidence must be forthcoming to corroborate his statements
of his whereabouts and actions before a verdict of guilty may be rendered and a sentence of death imin all
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Pink-ham-

's

Com-

Vegetable
pound during Grange

cf Life.

Streator, III. "I shall always praise
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com
pound wherever I
go. It has done me
so much good
Change of Life, and
it has alsohelpedmy
daughter. It is one

at

l'4B

II

'4

of the

grandest

medicines for women that can be
bought. I shall try
to induce others to

J. H.
try it
Campbell, 206 N.
Second St, W. S., Streator, Illinois.
"It was at the
Philadelphia, Pa.
' Change of Life ' that I turned to Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound,
using it as a tonic to build up my sysMrs.
tem, with beneficial results. "
Sara Haywabd, 1825 W. Venango St,
(Tioga) Phila., Pa.
San Francisco, Cal. " I have taken
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound for many years whenever I
would feel bad. I have gone through
the Change of Life without any troublea
and thank the Ccrrpound for it I recommend it to young girls and to women
of all ages." Mrs.f C. Baekie, 3052
"--

Mrs.

25th St, San Francisco, Cal.
The success of Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, made from roots
and herbs, is unparalelled. x
If you want special advice write to
lydia E. Pinkbam Medicine Co. (confident inl) Lynn, ittass. Your letter will
be opened, rend and answered by a
woman and licld in strict confidence.
when he got to Rochester he calmly
said to the officials:
"That's all bunk about my murdering Miss Schumacher. On that day I
was working for a farmer 10 miles
away from there and had worked
there a week before and worked a
week afterward."
He named
the
farmer, who was summoned, and with
other men of the neighborhood proved
positively that Hall could not have
been at the scene of the murder the
day it was committed.
Then the outraged sheriff demanded Hall's motive for his false confession.
"Well, I've got my discharge from
the navy, haven't I? I guess I've
worked my way out of serving 11
more months ; in the naval
prison,

haven't I?"
"I don't know whether, you hav or
not," said the sheriff.
"I didn't swear to that confession;
you havent got perjury on me," replied Hall jauntily; "you haven't got
anything else to do hut turn me
loose."
But that isn't what happened, for
the naval authorities came forward
and made new charges against Hall
one that of attacking one of the
officers and the other in the matter
of fraudulently
obtaining his discharge, for which offenses he is now

serving a

sentence in the

pri-

son from which he devised so Ingenious a scheme to escape.
And now comes the "confession" of
Jacob Wclfsohn1, who was arrested
in Philadelphia for robbing the homes
of many wealthy persons of jewelry.
Employed as a window cleaner by a
renovating company, he found opportunity to plunder luxurious homes.
After a few hours in his cell he expressed great agony in mind and asked for a pencil and paper, on which
c
he wrote a note addressed to the
attorney, declaring himself to be
Anna Schumacher's murderer.
He gave a detailed account of the
dis-tri-

ostvim

vs.

Coffee
Containing a Drug

Hade of Wheat

TENDS TO

TENDS TO

Sallow Complexion
Stomach Troubles
Bad Liver

Rosy Complexion
Good Digestion
Good Liver

Heart Palpitation
Shattered Nerves

Good Heart
Peacefu' Nerves
Good Flavour
No Drug
Energ- y-

Good Flavour

Caffeine, a Drug
Weakness from Drugging
Try each

x

Postum

ancl

judge for yourself.

comes in two forms.

Regular Postum requires fifteen to twenty minutes boiling to bring out the
rich flavour and food value
Instant Postum requires no boiling, but is made instantly by stirring a
spoonful of the soluble powder in a cup of hot water and adding cream and sugar to
'
taste.
"

Drink it instead of coffee,

"There's a Reason"

crime that seemed, as Hall's story
had done, to bear the stamp of truth.
He evidently knew every detail of
the death of Anna Schumacher, and
when it was proved that Wolfsohn
had at one time worked in Rochester,
where he was arrested and fined for
theft, the Rochester authorities made
haste to go to Philadelphia. But the
Rochester district attorney, wary of
confessors since his experience with
Hall, put Wolfsohn through a grill
that slowly but surely brought about
the indication that he could not have
been the the girl's murderer.
So this "confessor" was asked for
his reason for accusing himself of
murdt. He gave a gloomy one. He
said he wa3 tired of life; that he was
always getting into trouble with the
laws and dreads prison terms more than
he did death; that he really wanted
to die, but had failed in the courage
necessary to make an end of himself
and thought that by confessing the
murder he would thus be sent to the
electric chair and put out of the misery that he didn't have the nerve to
end himself.

FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
vs.
"Knockout"
Johnny Kilbane

Mars, 10 rounds, at Cincinnati.

1913.

THRE2

By A. F. BONNEY.
Mollle Chapman stood in the doorway of her ranch house home.
"You are just mad at me, Charley
Farrel," she cried, " 'cause I went riding with Mr. Mclntyre."
"I don't just trust these tenderfeet
who come browsing around in store

clothes," he replied.
"Jealous, ain't you?" she jeered.
"No, not jealous," he said, low and
quiet-like- ,
"only, I love you "
" 'I love you, I love you, " she
mocked.
"I don't believe you love a
thing on earth except yourself and
that brute of a pony you ride."
"Of course I love Nig," he said, "and
so do you."
She stared unwlnkingly at the distant mountains. Still, I love you better than anything else in the world,
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should be wrapped separately In fit-e- d
'
paper:
Stuffed olive and egg sandwich,
Olive and English walnut sandwich-Piment- o
cheese sandwich. The,
cheese comes in jars already
prepared for use.
Sardine sandwich, made with mayonnaise dressing.
Minced ham and chicken sandwich.
Take a goodly supply of paper napkins and drinking cups.

TRAIL OF THE SERPENT

TESTIFY
Io the Merit cf LyaE.

30,

J

A Peach Luncheon.
A peach luncheon will be reason-

able as long as peaches are ripe and
the weather favorable, for the invitations say "luncheon served on tha
lawn." But the hostess has provided
the decorations of the house so as to
give an outdoor effect as much aa
possible should the day prove Incla
ment. If the day is fine a round tabla
spread with white la to set under a
canopy made of awning material, supported at the four corners by stakes
driven firmly Into the ground. Row
of Chinese lanterns will decorate thla
outdoor dining room. The table een
terpiece is to be a pink enameled
basket laden with peaches, leaves
and vines. For place cards there
will be cardboard peaches done in
water color with a green leaf or two.
Here is the menu, which is unusually
dainty:
Tomato and caviar canapes, Jellied
veal or tongue with potato croquettes,
olives, shrimp in aspic with a mayonnaise dressing, cheese wafers. A delicious peach omelet comes next
served with brandied peaches. Tha
dessert is to be peach ice cream In
shape of the real fruit, the leaves bo
ing made of pistachio ice cream.
They will be placed on plates cov
ered with real peach leaves. If deslr
ed tiny liquor glasses may be filled
with peach brandy. The hostess is ta
wear a pink gown with a stock and
belt of yellow. This is a very good
combination providing just the right
shades are selected.

Steamer Experience Party.
The description of this novel partj
will be in time to assist many of yov
who want to give welcomes hom
to many of your friends who havi
fared abroad this summer. Oceai
Mollie.
"Jim Noman told me the same tliir.5 travel and trips on the great Iakei
clear through to Buffalo' have beer
only yesterday.
very popular, as there have beet
Farrel left her abruptly.
some palatial steamers put on this
Presently, as she worked, a voice year which
have given voyagers 1
from a near-bwindow startled her.
sense of security on our treacherous
"May I come in. Miss Mollie?" it inland seas.
said.
With all this in mind the hostess
"Why, Mr. Mclntyre, where did you asked
eight friends, every one of
come from?"
whom had taken a "steamer" vaca
old
"Same
place," laconically.
tion. Two of them having made th
"And what brought you here?" In"befo' de war" trip fron
nocently.
St. Louis to New Orleans on "tin
"Same old thing no I mean er
river." The guests were asked tc
the same "
give only fifteen-minutdescriptions
"Your horse?" ignoring his meanof what was to them the most inter
ing glances.
or
esting
exciting part of their trip
"Well, I rode the pony, of course," and thus you see two hours of the
he laughed, "as I am much too lazy to afternoon "from three to six" was
walk. However, I did not come to beautifully filled. While one person
see the horse," with a suggestive ac"talked," the others had their needle
cent on the "see."
work.
"Want to see dad?" clattering the
The affair was held on the porch
dishes she was washing.
and there were as many steamei
"Saw him on the way over."
chairs as the hostess could borrow
"Maybe you want to see Mr. Farrel? After all had arrived, the twelve-yea- r
He's down "
old boy of the household dressed aa
' A Bonnet Party.
"Charley? Oh, he is down at the a ship's steward, served hot beef tea
"Now do not say that bonnet parties
corall, playing with Niggar. No, Mot and "pilot biscuit," and during the
afternoon the time was sounded by are old, until you hear about this one,
bells. Books of travel, guide books which was given for twenty children.
and literature so abundantly furnish- When all had arrived the hostess
ed by steamship lines was scattered passed three sheets of colored tissue
about, and there were many souvenii paper, some squares of crepe paper of
postals with a desk equipped for gay color, and two fancy paper nap-- '
writing should anyone wish to send kins to each child. On a center taa last message back by the pilot, who ble she puts pins, scissors, tubes of
came in dressed as a sailor (a dear paste and little towels and a bowl ol
little chap in middy suit with "First water for wiping the paste oft of finger
She said a
r-tips.
would
Pilot" on his capband).
After each one had had her turn be allowed for making any kind of a
with no interruptions of mal de mer, hat, cap or bonnet, the maker to don
delicious refreshments were served, the headgear and when time was calland everyone agreed that it had been ed they were to form in line and pass
a most delightful afternoon, as It had before the Judges, who would award
given good friends the opportunity the prizes.
Such a busy time as those eialdrea
of meeting and hearing each other's
experiences just when they were had; they were really most
?
fresh in the mind, and all were so too, in building their hats. The r' ";.
"
enthusiastic. Lists of books to read est guest was eleven and the y
were exchanged and plans begun for est eight and some of the wv
"next" year's vacation and the next excellent. The prizes were doil !;
v I
'
"steamer experience" party, which boxes containing lovely hats for )'
waa voted should be an annual affair. and the Ice cream was served in
Turned at the First Sound of the
dearest straw hats (doll Elsef V
with waxed paper. Tha children r7
Man's Voice.
A Corn Roast.
Our amusements are greatly gov joyed the novelty and each one w:
He, I came to see you," leaning in at erned by the season of the year, and home with her creation on her h? i.
the window and trying to take her right now the popular thing is a It is needless to say that there were
hand.
"corn roast." Of course they are not no boys at this party. The young
She turned on him in blind, unrea- new, but there is something decided- hostess declared that boys from nine
sonable fury.
ly alluring in a moonlight night, a to twelve were "no fun." I do not
"You just want to Bee me," she big bonfire, just the right crowd, and know what our boy friends will say
stormed. "Well, look at me, with plenty of nice, sweet roasting ears, to this; perhaps some of them will
your big, green eyes, Chase Mclntyre, not forgetting sweet potatoes, bacon, mend their ways a bit, so as not to
and what do you see? Think I'm a coffee and the delicious sandwiches be left out of parties.
MME MERRI.
the girls know how to make.
fool?
Even the effete east is having corn
"What Lave I ever done to cause
Smart Blouses.
roasts with the smartest of the smart
you to talk so to me?"
The satin blouse is still very smart,
set as host and hostess. Motor cars
"Jim Noman says "
"He says," came a snarling voice are often discarded and hayracks especially in white, and buttoned in
s
from behind Mclntyre, "that yer a with four horses call for the guests. the front with large bell shaped
in satin or ivory, and either very
a colored man who knows "just
If
to
iron
get yer
sneak, trying
how" Is available, be may be called apparent buttonholes or else thick
onto other people's cattle."
A little embroidered
to superintend the broiling of satin loops.
Mclntyre had turned at the first upon
sound cf the man's voice to find him- the bacon, roasting the potatoes, corn, pocket breaks the simplicity of the
self looking into the muzzle of a pis- and making the coffee; if not, the corsage on one side, and the little
men of the party will be found quite silk handkerchief placed there gives
tol.
Banjos, guitars and the a pretty touch of color.
Mollie scrambled through the win- capable.
Lace and embroidered blouses wi'J
from the wagon add to the
cushions
dow.
the repast, then the be always pretty. Fine allover Valenafter
enjoyment
she affair
"Jim Noman, you quit!"
usually winds up with an in- ciennes lace, which does not crush
screamed.
formal dance at the home of the host- and which gives such filmy effects,
Mclntyre thrust the girl aside, eij ess. These are
informal makes exquisite blouses, mingled with
act of chivalry which saved his life, affairs. Here is delightfully
a list of sandwiches Irish lace, dotted net, etc. A narrow
for his enemy fired the instant ':
that the girls tell me are especially satin collar makes a pretty finish.
moved, and while the bullet miss C nice for such occasions.
I cannot A delightful chemisette of India lawn
hla
arm.
his heart, it shattered
Thev give the rules,' but I am sure you all was seen in one of tha big lingerie
was another spurt of flame and sniokv will know how to go about
making houses. It was embroidered with dota
and the girl hid her face in li
them just from the names. They In high relief, after the fashion.
arms, that she might not see. Th:
she heard a steady voice.
"Now you hit the trail, Jim Noman
and looked up to see the man holrlh
his mangled hand, which he gazed
retty Designs to Co Embroidered
in horror, with Farrel standing 1
smoke still curling from the muz:
A
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half-hou-
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of his gun.

Bandaging the wounded arm as be '
he could, Farrell started to get i:
horse to go for the doctor, thirty mi'
away. When he returned for a 1'u.
word with his patient he found Ki!
Just outside the door, weeping b
terly.
"I did not think you cared so
him, Mollie," he said, "or I'd
the trail long ago."
He stopped when he saw
.!c
tyre's face over the girl's shoulder,
new pain in every feature.
"I always gave you credit for hi
ing a little horse sense, Charley,''
said. "I'm hurt in more ways ti.
one, old man," he said, his lips twi.(
ing, "but take her, and may God bUv
you both."
When Mclntyre recovered from h
a deadly swoon, Mollie's face was tn.
his pillow, which was wet with hei
tears.
"I I tried to to love you, J'r.
Chase," she sobbed, "but
Mclntyre

r

f

fw

mu-fo-

1

found I loved Charley, you
and I'm only fit to be a
wife anyway, you know."
"Yes, Mollie, I know," ho
ing his face to the wall.
(Copyright, by Daily Story
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debts had been practically eliminated.
Mr. Lucas Baid tbe clubhad expended $1,300 for advertising
purposes
during the past year, or $50 more
than was subscribed for that pur-

iOUTHABD HEADS
COMMERCIAL

-

..

highly respected. He had a charm- in
but not luxurious home in Wyo
ming, a suburb of Cincinnati, where
he lived with his wife and family in
a style becoming his station without
Acextravagance or ostentation.
cording to his confession he made the
first false step while cashier of the
Cleveland line, which was later absorbed by the Big Four. He appropriated $5,000 of the funds of the
road and lost it in speculations. He
continued to sreal small sums until
the road was ebosrbed. After the
transfer Edward S. Cook, a young
clerk, who knew of Warriner's peculations, and a woman known as Mrs.

THURSDAY,

ous sportsman's associations in Quay,
Grant, Bernalillo, Colfax and Clsv?s
counties will also be supplied, nnd
these associations, at least several of
them, are preparing to Issue them for

OCTOBER

30,
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JACOBY SAYS THE
RACE IS

10

BE

Sleep

gratuitous distribution.
The game department has also re"Give up Club Rooms"
ceived
several letters lately which
the
Maurice Danziger declared that
show a determination to observe the
club is paying too much money for
laws for the protection of game and
its quarters and that it will never
also to see that others follow them. In
amount to anything until it ceases
various counties the local game asso- SEVERAL YOUNG PEOPLE HAVE
this policy.
(Continued From Page One.)
ENTERED CONTEST FOR
" AV'e
ciations
have taken considerable
our
of
spend the greater part
THE GOLD WATCH
to
known
watch
well
for
no
game
which
pains
revenue
club
for
off
quarters
club
the
has paid
practically all;
violators, in order that they may be
its indebtedness, which assumed a body ever visits." he declared, and
"Daddy" Jacoby, tne man behind
,
prosecuted.
commanding position on the books added that he was in favor of openthe
A number of complaints have been
guns for Romaine Fielding in the
at this time last year. The Indebted- ing a business office for the organi,
Telegraph popularity contest,
Morning
received
Stewart-Fordvarious
from
about
sections
Tlmmouris
Jeanette
ness on the furniture, however, still zation. "There are at lot of people
this morning announced that several
out
and
the
Warot
use
t,
their
season,
of
quail
"who
shooting
said
Mr.
began
knowledge
He
agree
rent
said
Danziger,
remains.
and other here,"
riner's defalcations o obtain money department is on the trail of several young People have entered the race
items to the amount of about $200 with me.' They aren't saying
019 Sold watch and already have
from him and Warriner claimed that who have been violating the law An-can
them
hear
but
you
unpaid, but would be taken thing now,
over iuu votes, a numuei
received
care of with the November collec- kicking a block away tomorrow."
practically all the money he stole this respect.
other
of
people also have enquired
Dissolves
to
went
the Eords to keep
Corporation
Mayor Taupert suggested that no since then
largement of the late dealings was attions, which are due in two more
the contest and "Daddy" tended
concerning
com
Roswell
The
them
or
be
Manufacturing
more
quiet.
complaints
suggestions
by a sharp fall in prices,
days.
race.
M. M. Brunk, agent, 206 North expects a most exciting
pany,
new
the
stocks losing a point- or
and
all
officers
after
until
made
W.
nearly
Stark
Secretary
having
Hugh
Beginning the latter part of this more. The fact that buying 'power
Main street.,. Roswell, has filed with
loft yesterday for Claremore, Okla., directors have had an opportunity to
will
race
the state corporation commission a week the standing of the
out of the market,
where he is to become secretary of formulate their new policy, which, he YOU'RE BILIOUS AND
each even- had gone largely
notice of dissolution of the company, be published in The Optic
curtailment
the
of credit
with
coupled
the commercial organization, his re- suggested, be made known to the
Mr. Jacoby expects
this action being decided upon at a ing. By this time
rendered it comparathe
by
banks,
port of recepits and expenditures to membership, at the earliest possible COSTIVE
will
of
a
"CASCARETS"
number
people
larger
recent meeting of the directors at that
The last
September 30 was read by George A. date. President Southard said that
have entered the contest, thus mak- tively easy to break prices.
Is87
92
of
of
the
which
stock
shares
some
no
as
doubt
was
were
that
follows:
importhe
sales
for
day
Fleming, who was selected by the there
The
more
gold
Interesting.
ing it
were present.
71
meeting to act as temporary secre- tant announcements would be forth- SICK HEADACHE OR SOUR STOM-AC- sued,
watch that Mr. Jacoby will present Amalgamated Copper
Water
and
Application
.......109
Sugar
MEANS SLUGGISH LIVER
one
tary. The report, which does not in- coming in the Immediate future,
the
best
to the winner will be
of
Water application No. 837 was filed
,94
clude bllfs payable, such as Septem- he said the club would convince Mr.
AND BOWELS
he says, and will he en Atchison
obtainable,
state
with the
engineer this morning.
.107
Pacific
Northern
and
ber rent to the amount of $100 and Danziger of Its ability to accomplish
with the winner's initials
The applicant is Charles H. Adams of graved
100
$73 still due the Y. M. C. A. camp, Is a great, deal for Las Vesras.
Get a
box now.
an emblem of the Lubin Motion Pic- Reading . .
who
aslcs
4.5
second
direcfor
feet
the
Taos,
the
meeting,
Pacific
Southern
Following
..,87
follows:
as
Furred Tongue, Bad Taste, Indigesture company in addition to a picture
151
Statement of receipts and disburse- tn-- met with the new president. tion, Sallow Skin and Miserable Head- from Arroyo Hondo creek to irrigate of the winner of tne Morning Tele- Union Pacific
56
ments of the Commercial club, Sep- r:eor- -' A. Fleming was selected to act aches come from a torpid liver and ,"20 acres in Twp. 24 north, range 11 graph contest, who will be Mr. Field- United States Steel
A meetln
at a cost for the irrigation works
east,
106
iu:; secretary temporarily.
to
United
tember 30, 1913.
Steel,
States
pfd
"Daddy."
clogged bowels, which cause your
ing, according
Treasurer's account
i! the directors for the purpose of stomach to become filled with undi- of about $800.
Although Mr. Fielding is now in
-Approved Water Applications
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
$ 23.57
.pointing comnittees, formulating a gested food, which sours and ferments
second place in the popularity con(overdraft)
The state engineer this morning ap test Mr.
500
some
in
10.01
$
will
send
Oct. 30. More federal reCash on hand
policy and selecting a new secretary like garbage in a swill barrel. That's
Chicago,
Jacoby
was called for Monday evening of the first step to untold
proved water filing No. 7S0 made by votes tonight, which will place the ports from Argentina as to crop con673.77
Fuel and light
A. P. Hyland and John H. Wright, of New Mexico actor
next week.
ditions gave the wheat market today
foul gases, bad breath, yellow
again in the lead.
Sundry expense .... 537.91
The meeting was well attended, the skin, mental fears, everything that is Raton,' for 10 second feet of the flood
1591.50
Rent
a down turn. Opening prices were
138.50
A slight
Entertainment
following business and professional horrible and nauseating. A Cascaret waters of an arroyo which is tribureaction
lower.
you rack the lung? V4, to
Stop coughing!
to the Canadian river, to be used and worry the body. BALLARD'? took
men being present:
104.80
but failed td last.
Library .
later,
tonight will give your; constipated tary
place
to irrigate C00 acres in Twp. 30, north, HOREHOUND SYRUP checks Irrita The close was
Dan Stern, Jake Stern, P. J. Erne bowels a
2850.40
Salaries
cent
to
easy
thorough clearsing and
the lungs and restores
20 east. He also approved No. tion, heals
67.16 naker, M. M. Padgett, E. E. Johnson,
range
General fund
comfortable breathing. Price 25c, B()r under last night.
straighten you out by morning. They
456.00 David Winternitz, A. M. Adler, Wil work while
Dues and stock
Predictions of warmer temperature
box 786 made by Meloche and Tompson, and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Centra'
you sleep a
of Raton, for water enough to double Drus Co Adv.
61.55 Ham Springer, W. N. Rosenthal, C, from
Billiards and pool. . .
the
will
for
region eased
you
your
druggist
keep
"
1084.91 IT. Bally, It F. Johnson, Louis Ilfeld,
the present capacity of an irrigation
corn.
Advertising fund ...
After the opening which was
feeling good for months. Millions of
H. C. Ilfeld. A. C. Ilfeld, Maurice men and women take a Cascaret now system already established in twp. 30
Cash in treasury,
14 to Vz down, prices rallied to near
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
81.57
1911....Nov.. 15,
Danziger, Dr. W. R. Tipton, E. I, and then to keep their stomach, liver north, range 25 east. The enlarged
New York, Oct. 30. The undertone ly last night's level. The close was
will be 4,480 acres. .
24.10 Beal, G- - H. KInkel, Charles Tamme, and bowels
Special account ....
was good throughout the morning and steady unchanged to VVi up comregulated, and never know acreage
Hallett
Raynolds, a miserable moment.
Jefferson Itaynolds,
Don't forget
prices tended upwards until the bears pared with the night before.
$5906.89 $5906.89 E. D. Raynolds. Charles Greenclay, tbe children their little Insides need
tried to depress the market;! They
Oats underwent a moderate sag
This report covers the period from Joseph Taichert, S. B. Davis, Jr., Dr, a good, gentle cleansing, too. Adv
succeeded in halting the rise, but fur- with other grains, but offerings gradGETS POSITION ther than that
October 1, 1912, to September 30, 1913. H. M. Smith, Herbert Clark, Dr. E. B,
they were unable to ually became scarce..
Upon the suggestion of .Mr. Lucas Shaw, G. M. Cary, William Whalen,
Stiff money
much
Firmness at the yards held the promake
headway.
'
tbe report was submitted to the au- Rufus, Mead, Dr. F. H. Crail, Steph
IN A 010 UNIVERSITY rates impeded a sustained advance. vision market steady. Sales at the
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
diting committee, Mr. Stark still be- en Powers, R. J. Taupert, D. W. Con
Call money opened at five per cent. outset varied from 5 cents off to a
ing under $500 bond. The treasurer, don, F. M. Lyon, C. V Hedgcock, SiTime rates, however, were little like amount up, with the market apK. I). Raynolds, reported a balance of
to keep within
COLUMBIA APPOINTS LAS VEGAN changed and certain banks loaned 60 parently
disposed
$27.29 in the club's treasury.
Ament, Frank Strass, M. Biehl, Dr. H,
INSTRUCTOR IN CHEMICAL
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 30 The counand 90 day money here at 4 percent. that range. The closing quotations
Charles Greenekiy, who was a memMueller, Leo Tipton, A. T. Rogers, ty treasurer of Guadalupe county has
ENGINEERING
Prominence of the Mexican diffi- were:
ber of the special membership com- - Jr., Joe Danziger, Charles Danziger, advertised that on November 29, he
culties in the day's news made the
Wheat, Dec. 85; May 90.
mitee which did such effective work M. Greenberger, George H. Hunker, will sell $3,000 in school bonds for
Professor John Clai'k Baker, former- bears confident that no vigorous efCorn, Dec. 71; July 71.
last winter, asked if flic cards signed J. W. Harris, Sr., Dr. C. S. Losey, district No. 22 in that, county. The ly head of the department of science fect to reduce prices would be atOats, May 42; July 42.
IKy the new member at that time D. T. Hoskins. W. N. Rosenthal. Dr. bonds will draw 6 per cent, and will at the New 'Mexico Normal Univer- tempted at present. There was some
Pork, Jan. $20; May $20.10.
binding, some of them having R. K. McClanahan, W. P. Southard, be sob! for riot, less than 00 cents on sity, has written to friends here that selling of Canadian Pacific for forLard, Jan. $10.62; May $10.80.
refused to pay their dues. It was W. J. Lucas and George A. Fleming. the dollar.
he has been appointed expert instruc- eign accounts, in connection with reRibs, Jan. $10.62y2; May $10.80.
stated by Mr. Southard that the cards
tor in engineering chemistry at Co- ports of banking trouble in Berlin.
Headquarters at Albuquerque
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Hon. Summers Burkhart,
provided for the payment of dues durUnited lumbia university, New York City. Mr. None of the active shares varied
GIRLS! DRAW A HOIST states district
ing an entire year, and were binding
Kansas City, October 30. Hogs, reattorney for the dis Baker received his promation as the much more than ya a point in either
contracts.
close. ceipts 10,000. Market 5 cents hisher.
trict of New .Mexico, this morning re result of work done by him during the direction from yesterday's
Herman Ilfeld Baid he had heard
ceived a letter from the department recent summer session of the univer- Bonds were irregular.
CLOTH THROQGfl
Bulk $7.G07.95; heavy $7.758;
complaints that the advertising fund
of justice signed by James McRey-nohl- sity. He applied for no position and
Some recovery was effected from packers and butchers $7.708; lights
was not being used for advertising
attorney general for the United was surprised when he was notified the lowest of the morning despite the $7.507.95; pigs $67.50.
HAIR GETS THICK, States,
purposes, but was being practically TRY THIS!
Cattle, receipts 5,000. Market steadesignating Albuquerque as the of his advancement. Mr. Baker will virtual check to speculation by a rise
GLOSSY, WAVY AND BEAUTIconsumed by the expense of keeping
official residence and headquarters of have charge of the Dye laboratory.
6
to
cent.
rates
in call money
per
dy to 10 cents higher. Prime fed
FUL AT ONCE
dressed beef
the district, attorney, and instructing
up the club quarters. He asked when
Mr. Baker says the experience he Another $1,000,000 in gold was ship- steers
$8.909.50;
western steers
the lease on the club rooms expired,
steers $7.258.85;
Mr. Burkhart to be governed accord- gained here has been of great assist- ped to Canada.
Immediate? Yes! Certain? that's ingly, says the Albuquerque Herald. ance to him in New York. He gives
and was informed by George H. Kin-The market was spiritless in the $6.258.60; southern steers $56.50;
'
kel that the date Is over a year In the joy of it. Your hair becomes light,
New Federal Regulations
the Normal University credit for hav- later hours. Although the earlier cows $4.257; heifers $59.25; stoc't-er- s
bulls
the future. Mr. Ilfeld said many wavy, fluffy, abundant and appears as
The state game department has re- ing fitted him admirably for more weakness was not continued, the marand feeders $5.50(5)7.50;
members had stated they would con- soft, lustrous and beautiful as a young ceived copies of the federal game law advanced work. Mr. Baker is still ket did not rebound sufficiently to $4.506.50; calves $610.
Market
10,000.
tinue to pay the regular dues of $1.25 girl's after a Danderine hair cleanse. regulations promulgated by the de- considered a member of the Normal create any optimism among the bull
receipts
Sheep,
per month, but would pay the adver- Just try this moisten a cloth with a partment of agriculture covering the faculty, being in New York under a faction, the rally coming to a dead strong to 10 cents higher. Lambs
tising fund no longer, as they thought little Danderine and carefully draw enforcement of the .new law on migra- leave of absence.
stop 'before a full recovery was made. $6.757.50; yearlings $56; wethIt was not being used for the purpose it through your hair, taking one small tory game and insectiverous
The market closed weak. An en ers $4.505.25; ewes $3.754.60.
birds,
strand at a time. This will cleanse and is arranging to send copies of
for which it was collected.
Mr. Lucas explained that subscrib- the hair of dust, dirt or excessive oil, these regulations to every newspaper
ers to the advertising fund under- and In just a few moments you have in New Mexico, to every depunty game HALLOWEEN PARTIES
stood when they made their pledges doubled the beauty of your hair. A warden in the state and to all forest
that the old bills of the club were to delightful surprise awaits those whoso rangers, in order that when any
WILL BE SCARCE
are reecived for information
be paid before a great amount of hair has been neglected or is scraggy,
money was used for advertising pur- faded, dry, brittle or thin. Besides covering these new regulations, the
disposes. He said, however, that the beautifying the hair, Danderine
inquirer may be supplied. The vari- - USUAL FESTIVITIES OF THE SEAsolves every particle of dandruff;
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cleanses, purifies and invigorates the
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scalp, forever stopping itching
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The' young lady seeking to find her
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her Imagination tomorrow evening unColumbus, O., Oct.
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Section 1. That a tax levy for the
fiscal year ending on the thirty-firs- t
day of March, A. D. 1914, isi hereby
made as follows: ,s ....
Special.

For interest on general
003.50
refunding bonds
General.
For fire hydrant rental 002.00
For maintenance
of
000.50
public parks
For maintenance
of
000.50
public library
01U.00
For general purposes-- . 007.00
013.50
Total for city purposes
Section 2. That in compliance with
a resolution adopted by the Board of
Education of the City of Las Vegas,
and certified to the City Council of
said city, a levy is hereby made to
defray the expenses of said Board
for the fiscal year ending on the
thirtieth day of June, A. D. 1914. as
follows:

For current expenses,-010.0- 0
For interest, on school

.

bonds

002.00

Total for school
poses
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come into
In foreign countries you
from
goods
best
competition with the
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ular medicine in use for coughs
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diving-for-appl-
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Our buccess

Garments
Fine
for Men, Women and' Children

FTT
riH

Hats, Suits, Shoes, Coats, Dry Goods,
Underwear, Mens Furnisnings, General
Merchandise
Dependable Goods at Dependable Prices
OUTFITTERS FOR THE FAMILY
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the Store of quality

ll

Wabash. Ave., Chicago,

;
E.LasVccas.

i

,1

,012.00

.

027.50
purposes
Section 3. That the above and foregoing taxes are hereby levied against
all property of every description sub-- ,
ject to taxation within and by the City
of Laa Vegas, aforesaid.
Section 4. The City Clerk is hereby directed to certify to. the Probate
Clerk of the County of San Miguel,
State of New Mexico, a copy of this
ordinance with the request that the
said taxes be carried on the tax list
as required by law.
Section 5. This ordinance shall
take effect and be in force from and
as
after its passage and publication
required by law.
Enacted this 10th day. of 'September, A. D. 1913.
Approved:
ROBERT J. TAUPERT,
'
MayorAttest:
CHAS. TAMME, Clerk.

Enterprise, Quality and Style Make

.,

pur-

And a total for all city
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ORDINANCE NO. 363
An Ordinance relating to the Tax
Levy lor the fiscal year ending on the
thirty-firs- t
day of Mrch, A. D. 1914'.
Be It Ordained by the City Council
of the City of Las Vegas, State cf
New Mexico:
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PERSONALS
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a

A

LIVELY

TIME

IS COMING

S. B. Prescott of El Paso, Tex., was
business visitor in Las Vegas to-

mar

S

day.

Frank Ettinger returned last night
from a short visit with relatives in
x
the south.
returned
last night
Ike Bacharach
In his automobile from an extended
'
eheep buying trip.
John Pugh came in last night from
his home at Wagon Mound for a short
business visit here.
W. R. Van Hook of Decatur, 111.,
came in last night for a short business visit in Las Vegas.
D. Goldenburg of Santa 1 e came in
busiyesterday afternoon for a short
-ness visit in Las Vegas.
Philip Knowlton, representative for
the Carter Rice paper company, was
a business visitor here today.
Mr. and Mrs. George Tripp came
in tliis afternoon from their ranch at
Levy for a short visit in Las Vegas.
Byron Sloan of Raton came in last
night and will be a business visitor
in La3 Vegas for the next few days.
A. M. Adler, who has been in the
'
eatern states for the past several
weeks on business, returned' last night.
J. F. Curns of Wagon Mound was
a business arrival in Las Vegas today
and' will remain here for several days.
J. W, Bowden, representative for
the Colsen Fruit company of Trini-Jay- ,
was a business visitor here today.
Mr. 'and Mrs. N. W. Earl came in
last night from their ranch in the
Gallinas canyon for a short business
visit.
F. L. Myer, representative for the
Michael Stern Clothing company of
Rochester, N. Y., was A business vis-

is

T,

That's what
you want, and
that's what Calumet is guaran-

teed
you

M. C. A. Halloween

warnival

that

is to be given tomorrow night were
working hard today, making preparations for the event. The decorating
committees will work tomorrow and
finish the final arrangements so that
by tomorrow night everything will be
in readiness.
That the affair will be largely attended is shown by the vast interest
that is being taken. The Y. M. C. A.
windows have been decorated so that
persons passing the building during
the day are attracted by the pictures
of black cats and other spooky things
that adorn the exterior of the building.
In addition to this, handbills describing the affair have been distributed
all over the city and these have attracted' wide attention.
The carnival will start at S o'clock
and continue as late as the people
arrive, which probably will be rather
late, as all those who plan to attend
cannot see all the shows until a rather
.. .
late hour.
, .
It will be a joily affair in every
way and the "eats" that will be served by the Christian ladies will serve
to enliven the spirits of all those
who might come hungry. The loud
callings of the barkers at the different shows, together with the weird
sounds that will issue from each
mysterious side show will impress
each person who attends with the
chilly, mysterious atmosphere of Halloween, and doubtless will serve to
awaken the sleepy and enliven the
wide awake.

2?A

,

OCTOBER

to give
,

It

is sure in
perfect leavening and raising
qualities, in

30,

Ush, which was issued some time ago
by Dean Frank Carroon.
The big
Denver institution will use Dean Car- roon's method of teaching book reviewing, as practiced in the correspondence course.
Dean Carroon tomorrow
afternoon
will hold a meeting for the purpose of
organizing a class in English modeled

after the correspondence methods.
The course is open to the public as
CARNIVAL AT THE well as to regular students of tin
HALLOWEEN
Y. M. C. A. WILL DRIVE
Normal. Persons interested are reDULL CARE AWAY
quested to be at the Normal at 4:30
o'clock tomorrow afternoon.
All the committees in charge of the

Mi

;

THURSDAY,

SIMR

1913.

FIVE

The watchword of every departs

COURTESY"
--

partment, officer and employee
II

-

of Efie

PEOPLES BANK

&.

TRUST CO

... OFFICERS ...

.

John W. Harris, President
Geo. H. Hunker, Vice President
Cleofes Romero. Vice President
Cecilio Rosenwald, Secretary
Ivo W. Lively, Assistant Secretary

CASt HUES

TO SUPREME

COURT

NEW YORK WORLD MAN APPLIES
FOR INJUNCTION
FROM
HIGH TRIBUNAL
New York, Oct. 30. The conviction
of William Sulzer by the high court
of impeachment and his removal from
office as governor of New York was

CITY

TEAM

ILL

PEPE GALLEGOS

A

PRACTICE HARD

WINNER WITH

TONIGHT

EASE

HALLOWEEN

Y. M. G. A.

thrown into the federal courts for re- ARRANGEMENTS
ARE
BEING MORA
Hi
WELTERWEIGHT EASILY
view today by William H. Moore, a
MADE FOR A BIG DANCE
DISPOSED OF SERAPIO LUCE- wholesomeness,
ON NOVEMBER 14
printer of this city. In a remarkable
RO OF CLAYTON
in purity.
petition, Moore alleges that the control of the government of the state
Tonight at 7 o'clock the city basLast night at Mora Pepe Gallegos,
of New York has passed from the ketball team will hold a practice and the champion welterweight of Mora
raised, melting-l- y
people to a small group of citizens select several committees that will county, defeated Serapio Lucero, fortender bisthat consequently New York is take charge of the basketball game merly of Clayton, in a
and
bout
cuit, cake, mufno longer enjoying a republican form and dance to be given on the evening staged under the management of Mll- fins, griddle
of government as guaranteed by the of November 14.
nor Rudulph, Jr., the fistic promoter
cakes,are bound
The team, beginning tonight, will of Mora. The decision was
feedral constitution.
to result from
given
Moore seeks to have the court en practice every Monday and Thursday at the end of the tenth round in favor
its use.
join Martin H. Glynn from exercis evening from 7 to 8 o'clock In the of Gallegos by Referee J. P. Wootten.
dun mi
Manager William Springer
ing any o the functions of governor, armory.
Gallegos had the best pf the fight
has
received
communications from, all all the
of
office
the
restoration
the
for
goes faxther
prays
way through and displayed his
than other bakto Sulzer, attacks the assembly for over the state asking for games, and
to deliver the goods in a hand
ability
I'll!
ing powdersarrogating to itself the power to con- no doubt this team will enjoy a busy some way. According to information
and it's modervene in extraordinary session and and successful season.
received from Mora this morning Galate in cost.
The game that win be played Fri
pass articles of impeachment, and
legos held good to his name and had
itor here today.
concludes his petition with a prayer day evening, November 14, will be the lots of "pep" all the way' through.
Insist on it
first basketball contest to occur in
R. S. Rickey of New Haven, Conn.,
for an audit of all the state books.
at your grocers.
Lucero had only one consolation dur
court
of
of
came' 'in yesterday evening and will
the
Members
impeach- the city thi3 fall and will be a classy ing the entire 10 rounds, that being
RECEIVED
team
the
The
will
exhibition.
for
here
city
pjay
be a business visitor
ment. Governor Glynn, Attorney Gen
HIGHEST
that he drew first blood. Gallegos
AWARDS
next few days.
of State May an organization, which boasts of an
eral
Secretary
Carinody,
pushed the fight all the way.
Food
Pur
World'i
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president
and Sulzer himself are named as de equally strong lineup.
Exposition, Chicago
Kid Maes and Johnnie Higgins
lUinoia.
Following the game on November 14
of the New Mexico Normal University,
fendants.
d
draw as a prelim
a
Pans
fought
Exposition,
teams
as
a
out
will
both
work
single
came in last night after having been
France. March. 1912
Why Sulzer was made a defendant
to
main go, and made a hit
the
inary
from
and
the
best
southern
organization
players
in
the
a business visitor
is not clear. Sulzer, engaged In the
DENVER UNIVERSITY
both squads will make up the city with the audience.
part of the state for the past few
S
height of a campaign for election to five.
This is the fourth fight that has
Dancing following the con
days.
the assembly on the progressive tick
koeen promoted by Rudulph at Mora
T
to
test
the
game,
secondary
although
C. D. Boucher, proprietor of the
THE
NORMAL
HONORS
et, expressed surprise at the filing
to be a great source of en and he Is receiving the best of pat
BoiKher grocery, left last night tor
of the suit. When reporters told him promises
The Greater Las Vegas ronage at his fights. The attendance
retertainment.
will
he
where
Jacksonville, Fla.,
that the action had been brought, he
will
band
Mr.
play concerts before and at last night's bout was good and Mr.
main for the next few months.
ASKS TO BE ALLOWED TO USE said:
halves of the game.
between
the
Rudulph will continue to stage fights.
entire
the
intends
to
COURSE
Boucher
CORRESPONDENCE
spend
"That's the first I have heard of it.'
Tickets for this affair will be placed In his opinion Gallegos is the com
winter there on account of poor health.
RECENTLY OUTLINED
Moore disclaimed any motive for on
sale next week.
ing champion of the state In his class
Tlce Lewis, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ike
action other than that inspired by
the
and he is anxious to match the boy
Lewis of this city, came in this week
Dr. Frank H. II. Roberts, president his
as a citizen and a taxpayer.
duty
a Las Vegas fighter. No doubt
with
his
parwith
for a several days visit
of the New Mexico Normal UniverShorn of its verbiage, the petition
can be made soon
this
arrangement
ents here. Ike is now located at Dena
visit
from
sity, returned last night
HENRY after the
charges a certain group of men, con
w.en y:.n hay cheap or
fight here next Tuesday
ver, where he is in the employ of the g Vop linn't tsve mtrnry
In
and
to
Silver
City
Albuquerque.
It's
E b:Uinar powder. D?ii"t by rcided. Buy Calumet.
sisting partly of the defendants and
night.
Colorado & Southern Railway com
more
lidiome gives best results, i the former place he delivered a lecmore economical
partly of men unnamed, with having
talumei is lar superior to ?tir WY,k and soda.
OltD LAST NIGHT
pany.
ture before a large number of edu- obtained control of the state, its man
Mrs. Jennie W. Powell, deputy for
cators and students. In Albuquerque offices and vast funds, for their sole
Quick Help to Backache and Rheuthe Woodmen Circle for New Mexico
the accom- use and benefit.
for
Dr.
matism
Roberts
arranged
BUSINESS
IS HURT
SHE WAS A LONGTIME RESIDENT
and parts of Texas, arrived in Las
wants
The man or woman who
modations for 40 teachers and stuto
action
A
looking
uO.
o
Hill
J.
legal
Oct.
James
OF
LAS
VEGAS
AND
WIDOW
Chicago,
Ve.sri3 yesterday and will be business
quick help from backache and rheuNormal who will- go to bringing the impeachmemnt of Wilof
the
dents
OF FORMER MAYOR.,
matism, will find it In Foley Kidney
visitor here for the next week. She the Great Northern railroad, and
that city, next month to attend the liam Sulzer before the supreme court
Pills. They act so quickly and with
will assist in the advancement of ..the Frank A Vanderlip, president of the
of the New Mexico of the United States was started today
such
effect that weak. Inactive
National City Bank of New York, annual meeting
Yesterday evening at 7:30 o'clock kidneysgoodthat do not
Jocal order.
Las
keep the blood
association.
Vegas
Educational
court
district
the
States
in
United
beto
Mrs. Sarah J. Henry, a pioneer resi clean and free of
speak
.1. E.
are tonMcMahon, superintendent of who arrived here today
impurities,
the
have
represeninstito
here by injunction proceedings
largest
expects
dent of Las Vegas, died following an ed up and strengthened
to healthy
the Clovis division of the Santa Fe fore the convention of Investment tation of
tuted by,W. H. Moore, an employe of Illness of about three years. Mrs. vigorous action. Good results follow
any city in the state.
Bankers' Association of America, each
Railway company, came in last nteht
return Dr. Roberts was the New York World.
his
their use promptly. O. G. Schaefer
is
Upon
declared
that
agitation
political
Henry was 85 years of age and had and
from his headquarters at Clovis for
Red Cross Drusr Co. Adv.
univerDenver
that
learn
to
forth
sets
the
The
that
complaint
been in failing health for some time.
a short visit with his wife and daugh- checking the progress of business. pleased asked for several copies of
is Her death came at the
United
States
constitution
of
the
has
on
the
resisaid
Mr.
sity
Hill
that
part
timidity
Henry
ters, who are at the present time
of financiers was allowing a business the recent Normal bulletin describing being violated in that the government dence at 812 Seventh street.
residents of Las Vegas.
the correspondence course in Eng- of this state, Sulzer having been re
recession to develop.
Mrs. Henry was born in Canada, SENATE COIIITTEE
moved, Is now under the supervision December 25, 1828, and spent the
and administration of a governor not early part of her life there with her
tszz
UNABLE TO AGREE
selected by the citizens of the state. parents. Later she moved to the
This, he contends, denies citizens a United States and was' married to Edrepublican form of government, as ward Henry. The couple came to THE CURRENCY BILL'S
PROVIconstitutionally guaranteed.
Las Vegas in 1882 from Oberlin, O,
SIONS TO EE DECIDED UPThe defendants include Governor Mr. Henry, one of the pioneers and
ON TOMORROW
Glynn and all the state executive of- (once mayor of Las Vegas, died here
ficers, together with state senators In 1907. Mrs. Henry is survived by
Washington, Oct. 30. The question
and the judges of .the court of ap- two daugMers.'-MlsseBell and May of how
Are you skeptical about your clothes? Do you care for style
many regional or branch banks
peals. The plaintiff aska, that the Henry 6f Las Vegas, and by several
created to administer the new
shall
be
or
of
man,
and snap, which brings out
present administration be enjoined children who visited their mother here
individuality
system was taken up today
currency
from recognizing the decision of the last summer.
clothes? Good clothes of the minute,
senate
you satisfied with
the
banking committee.
by
high court of impeachment and that
The funeral service will be held toThe effort to fix the number of reof careful dressersihave won many a
v
Sulzer be restored to office.
j with
snap and
morrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock from
gional banks was continued throughman good positions arid caused people to notice you. Don't
the family residence.
out the morning session without reNo Precedent for Actions
be backward on style, ,VVear the clothes which make you
sult
and with no agreement In sight.
Washington, Oct. 30. There are no
l
i
A schedule was adopted under which
recourt
what you are.
the
supreme
precedents for
the committee will meet at 10 o'clock
viewing Impeachment proceedings as SIXTY
In the morning and work until 6 o'such.
The injunction
proceedings
filed in New York today might come
RETORN TO WORK clock in the evening with only one
:.hour recess for luncheon.
i
to the highest court for review on the
contention that federal 'constitutional,
rights had been denied to Sulzer.
CONDITIONS AT DAWSON RAPID- Women Need Health
Should the case be forwarded from
LY ARE ASSUMING. THEIR '
and Strength
the lower oourt it undoubtedly would
ASPECT
NORMAL
wornThe work of a
best the world over, designed and made
be expedited, otherwise a decision
recognized as
Rn makes a constant call
in her
would not be reached In. regular course
with the style and snap
Dawson,- N. M., Oct. 30. About 60 strength and vitality, and sickness
young
especially for
much under three years.
more
miners went to work in the comes through her kidneys and Wad
can be given good clothes. We have them in
does all
mines of the Stag Canon Fuel com- der oftcner than she knows. Foley
Kidney Pills will invigorate and re
new shades of gray and black and white
PULVER'S BODY FOUND
Iu the last 24 Etore
blue, brown and
pany this morning.
her, and weak hack, nervous
SO.
of
Oct.
The
111,
body
Sterling,
hours four bodies have been recovered ness, aching joints and Irregular bladmixture, all woo', strictly hand tailored, guaranteed to give
P. J. Pulver of Lansing, Mich., who from mine No. 2, wrecked by an ex- der action will all disappear when
wandered away from home some time plosion last week. The 38 bodies still Foley, Kidney Pills are used. O. G
perfect satisfaction or a new Suit,
ago, was found in a corn field near in the mine are buried under from Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Storf
Adv.
here
today. Mr. Pulver was said to two to four feet of debris, and the
r-- N
s
7
f fB U
have been park commissioner and work o removal from now on will be
1
;
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
register Qf deeds at Lansing, The slow.
V
body was bad'y decomposed.
LOST Gold pin with two pearls; beChronic Dyspepsia
A "FAIR" INCOME
tween Catholic church and Phototestimounsolicited
The following
YOU DON'T BUY, COHB IN AND LOOK
THOUGH
Return to 1022 Douglas ave.
St. l.ouis, Oct. 30. Each of the nial should certainly be sufficient to
EVBN
play.
li
heirs of the estate of Adolphus Busch, prive hope and courage to persons af"I
fllcted with chronic dyspepsia.
who, according to the will filed here have been a chronlo dyspeptic for LOST-JCo- llie
pup, light yellow with
in
shares
white breast, 2 months old, name
lata yesterday, are to have
years, and of all the medicine I have
Colonel.
the trust into which the estate is to taken, Chamberlain's Tablets have
Notify Lubin studio.
incomes done mo more good than anything
Shoes
annual
be
will
have
formed,
Us
G. Mattlson, No. 7
than else," says W,
FOR RENT Rooms over York's
of $175,000 a share, or more
Sherman St., Horaellsville. N. T. For
$1,000 a day.
b.!1
Adv.
dealers.
sale by
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For the first time in the
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Containing the most talented
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FRANK E. HULL
of New York City
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BOWLING MATCH
ELKS
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Faithful Reproduction of
the Deciding Game in the

A

WORLD'S
BASEBALL CHAMPIONSHIP

Giants vs Athletics

v.

The Screaming
PANTOMIMIC"
of
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Luhin Motion Picture Co.
Making Their Famous Film
"THE RATTLESNAKE"
Using the Original Snake
"Tony" in th Production.
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and each of you in said action or suit.
Said plaintiff's attorney is A T.
Rogers, Jr., whose orfice and postof-- f
ice address is Crockett Building, East
Las Vegas, N. M.
,
Witness my hand and seal this 28th
day of October, A. D 1913.
(Seal of the Court)

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
No 7,567
,
JN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR. THE
FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO
SITTING WITHIN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF SAN MIGUEL.
TEN LAKES LAND COMPANY,
1'laiutiEf.

LORENZO DELGADO,

Clerk of Said District Court.

VS.

C. H. SMITH,
ERNEST R.
MOORE, J. M. LYON,x FRED
W. BROWN and UNKNOWN
CLAIMANTS
OF INTERESTS
IN THE PREMISES ADVERSE

DEAFNESS

TO THE PLAINTIFF, (said
premises being the laud and real
estate described In the complaint
in this action).
Defendants.
" To C H. SMITH, ERNEST R.
MOORE, J. M. LYON, FRED W.
DROWN and UNKNOWN
CLAIMANTS OF ' INTERESTS IN THE
PREMISES
ADVERSE
TO THE
PLAINTIFF (said premises being the
land and real estate described in the
complaint in this action), being the
defendants in the above entitled
cause:
You and each of you are hereby
notified that an action or Buit to
quiet title has been commenced
against you and each of you, in the
above entitled District Court, said
cauue or action being entitled and
numbered on the docket of said
court as above set forth; that the
genera' objects of bald action and the
nature of the relief prayed for are as
follows: That all unknown persons
who claim any interest or title adTerse to the said plaintiff in the land
and real estate described in the complaint in this action, being the same
land and real estate hereinafter
may be made parties defend
ant In said action by the name and
style of "Unknown Claimants of Interests in the Premises Adverse to
the Plaintiff," as above set forth;
that the said plaintiff's title and estate in the land and real estate described in the complaint in said action and hereinafter described, may
le established asainst the adverse
claims of the said defendants and
ach and every one of, 'them in said
cause, including yourselves, and that
the defendants in sard cause, and each
md every one of them, may be barred
and forever estopped from having or
claiming any right, title or interest In
or to the said described land, real
estate and premises, or any part
thereof, adverse to. said plaintiff, and
that said plaintiffs title thereto and
estate therein be forever quieted and
Met at rest aim ior general relief:
The said land, real estate and1
premises hereinbefore referred to are
more particularly
described as
-

--

lows,

That certain tract of land and real
estate, situate, lying and being in the
County of San Miguel and State of
New Mexico, and better described as
.follows,
beginning at the
southwest coi ner of the Montoya Allotment In the Canoncito Azul, said
coiner being located on the section
line 29.18 chains west of the north
east corner of Section 20, Township
17 North, Range 17 East; thence running north 6014 feet; thence south 14
degrees 17 minutes 43 seconds west
8481 feet; thence south 19 degrees
54 minutes west 235
feet; thence
south 26 degrees 28 minutes 40 seconds west S9.65 feet to the southwest
VI tiilO HOW. Al'Itll LUC

BE

CANNOT

CURED

applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portions ofthe
mix. There is only one way to cure
deafness, and that is by constitutional
Deafness is caused by an
remedies.
by local

Inflamed condition of the mucous lining, of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube Is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when It Is entirely closed, deafness
is the result, and unless the inflauv
mation can be taken out and this tube
condition,
restored to its normal
bearing will be destroyed forever;
nine cases out of ten are caused by
?atnrrh, which Is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of deafness (caused by
catarrh) hat cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circuits free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.

Take Hall's Family Tills for consti

pation.

Adv.

OAILV OPTIC. THURSDAY,

OCTOBER

the lonely girl. She was engaged y :
then in putting a muffler about t;,e
bridegroom's shoulders, so that Ik;
NEVER LOVED BEFORE should not catch cold. The lonely gu!
sat down in a chair and leaned her
head back against the wall, her face
the color of chalk. The bridegroom
Worn-had gone out of the office and the litStory of Man's Love and
tle bride hurried to the girl In the
Soon
He
an's Constancy
chair.
"You feel ill?" she asked. "Can I
Forgets She, Never.
get, you some water? Won't you lie
BY PHILIPPA GRAY.
down?"
"No," answered the girl, rising with
Everybody In the hotel smiled at the
little bride. She was so obviously in an effort. "It was the heat, I think."
The little bride had thought that it
love with her husband, and he with
her. But somehow it seems more in- was very cold. She did not eay anyteresting when it is the bride who thing, however, but helped the lonely
shows the chief devotion. Everybody girl into the carriage and waved her
expects it of him. And women are gpod-by- .
'The lonely girl, lying back against
more adept at hiding their feelings.
So everybody was really sorry for the
cushons, sobbed wildly. Yet,
the bride when the bridegroom was though her grief overwhelmed her, in
called back to the city on a most im- her heart was a song of gladness beportant business matter which meant cause she had not let the little bride
the transference of several thousands know. Thank God that she would go
of dollars. There was no alternative, through life ignorant of that!
She had recognized him as soon as
however, and eo she bore up bravely
and was quite chatty and communlca
he entered the office. He was untive with the other gueBts.
changed; there was the eame joyous
And out of her own heart, overflowlook in his eyes; the same spirit of
ing with sympathy, she gave a bounte- youth stirred in his heart. Even in
ous store to the lonely girl who knit- her pain she would not have missed
ted on the piazza. She wondered why that period of happiness and those
such a nice girl had never married. years of waiting.
One day,, in a moment of confidence,
Meanwhile the little bride had
the lonely girl told her.
sought and found her husband and
"You see, my dear," she said, "when taken him to the cozy seat on the
once you have really been in love you stoop which everybody had agreed to
cannot ever love again in the same leave unueed for the sake of the little
way. I gave my heart long ago five bride.
years ago, my dear. It was stolen, I
"Arthur, dearest," said the little
should say, because " She hesitated bride, "I want to say something
"I never learned his name," she whis- something awful. Do you remember
a confession you made to me the day
pered.
"You Jiever learned his name?" ques- before we were married about about
tioned the little bride.
kissing a girl once after a ferry acci"I suppose that sounds dreadful," dent?"
the other admitted. "And yet I had
"I don't want to remember those
never loved before I was twenty- - past transgressions," growled the
three and I had never had a beau. I bridegroom, kissing the little bride.
had never let a man kiss me until
"But why did you do it, Arthur?"
then.
persisted the little bride.
"I was living on Staten island and
"Why, I told you, my dear," ancrossed on the ferry to Manhattan swered the bridegroom, huffily. "I felt
every morning to my place of busi- sorry for her and well, she looked as
ness. He lived there too. I used to if she wanted someone to kiss her.
That's all. What harm did it do?"
"You hadn't ever seen her before,
Arthur?" persisted the little bride.
"Not so far as I am aware, my
. wfi
bji,
dear," her husband answered. "Go on;
don't spare my feelings."
"You've not seen her again, have
you, Arthur?"
The bridegroom took the little bride
in his arms.
,
"My dear," he said, "1 never saw her
before arid I've never seen her since.
To my belief, I shouldn't know her
from Eve. Why?"
"O, nothing," answered the little
bride happily.

1913.

30,

COLLECTION
Collectors and
dealers from all parts of the country
were gathered today at. the rooms of
the Anderson Auction company, where
the first part of the fine collection
of Americana owned by the late John
iioyd Thacher of Albany was sold at

auction this morning and afternoon.
The collection consist of autographs
of great historical' interest and Includes those of the Dutch governors
of New
Netherlands, from Peter
Minuit to Peter Stuyvesant; English
governor of New York from the conquest to the American revolution, other colonial governors of America;
generals and distinguished soldiers
of Queen Anne's war, and the French
and Indian wars; early French discov
erers and explorers in New France,
members of the colonial, provincial,
stamp act and continental congresses; famous early American divines,
and last but not least a complete set
of the signers of the declaration of
independence. The sale will be concluded tomorrow.

(Copyright,

When your food does not
digest
well and you feel "blue," tired and
discouraged, you should use a little
HERBINE at bedtime. It opens the
bowels, purifies the system and restores a fine feeling of health and en
srgy. Price 50c. Sold by Centra)
nig Co. Adv.

GIVES

TOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

to customer

--

g

g

;

s:--

Henry Kittleton, a milk dealer of
Dunbar, Pa., is rapidly driving his
two competitors out of business. Kittleton some time ago hit on a novel
method of increasing his business, and
at the same time advertising his Angora cats. On May 1 Kittleton announced that every customer who had
bought milk from him for one year
would receive a beautiful Angora kitten as a present. True to his word,
the milkman presented each of his
yearly customers with a valuable kitten.
Kittleton smilingly told today how
he hoped to increase his business by
giving away the valuable Angoras.
He said:
"In the Erst place, the more cats 1
Spread around the more milk I will
sell to feed them, for a time at least.
Every family who receives a kitten
worth from $5 to $15 will continue to
buy milk of me, hoping to get a kitten
each year. By this method I not only
increase the sale of my milk and advertise my- dairy business, but I advertise by cattery as well. I have a big
establishment, and my
sales have increased wonderfully, both
in milk and cats, since I put the plan
in operation."
g

W- -

ADVEP,

cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All
lines
advertisement
charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advfnce preferred.
Five
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Meets every Mondav evening
their hall on Sixth street. All vib!tin
brethren cordially invited to atteui
hunker & hunker
F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus
A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunke?
George
V.
G.
Lehman,
Attorn
i. M. Elwood, Secretary. Karl Wert-New Mexle
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemeten Las Vegas,
plain sewing. Trustee.
WiAiW

NUMBER,

1.

8.

Vantsd
and
Twelfth street.

DRESSMAKING
C14

LOCAL TIME CARD

lar conclave sec 4
In each month at
Temple at 7:8 p. m. G. a
KlnieL E. C; Chas. Tanme. Re No.
corder.
No.

,

B.

WANTED

First class cook;

ences required.
street.

Apply

for

refer725 Sixth

Sssie

FOR SALE SPECIAL BARGAIN IF
TAKEN AT ONCE Good
frame house on three deep lots;
barn, chicken house, fruit and shade
trees; well located; a good home.
IVESTMENT AND AGENCY COR-- .
PO RATI ON

P. O. ELKS
Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
avenue.
Douglas
Visiiing brothers
are cordially invited. Gov. Win. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.

or YOU'
This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
-- if you use

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURITY COUNCIL NO. 2390, Meets in
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Vi3iting Knights and
Ladles always welcome. O. L. Flers-man- ,

EMPRESS
V

President; A. D. Tillman, Flnan
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
FOR
SALE Winchester
repeating 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
rifle, cheap; 44 calibber, good con- Assistant
Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
dition. Enquire 1107 Columbia
East Las Vegas, N. M.
nues. East Las Vegas, N. M.
FOR

Fine fresh milch
William Harper.
SALE

cow,

Far Rest
FOR RENT

Six room house.
H. G. Coors.

1009

FLOUR
It

Meets second ai,..
Thursday evening eact

fourth
month at W. O. W. hall.
Visitin.
brothers cordially invited.- Howard T
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary

m

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54
I. O. of B. B.
Meets every first Tue-da-

FURNISHED

i

keeping.

of
m.

ROOMS for light house
921 Lincoln.

giving you

Better EMPRESS
FLOUR realh is.
Made by GER
MAN PROCESS

of the month in the vestry roomi
Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock t
.Visiting brothers are cordially lr.
POR, RENT Cottage
in
desirable
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charle.
neighborhood, newly' painted, papered, electric lights Low rate, Greenclay, Secretary.
Phone Purple 5301.

Sixth street.

"s

a present for doing something
you 'd , do &ny
way when you
leam how Much

3s

L. O. O. MOOSE

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON - IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest, of Brotherl.
Love at Woodmen of tin World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart

J

SILVER

RENT To lady or gentleman
employed, comfortable, furnished Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z.
Visitin
room; no health seekers. Phone Montague, Local Deputy.
are
members
ar
welcorje
5301.
especially
Purple
cordially invited.

FOR

FRENCH-GRE-

FINISH

EMPRESS
can be

2,000 lbs., or More, Each
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each
SO lbs., to 200
Each
Lest than 50 lbs., Each

ft.,

ALL GROCERS
.

20c
25c
30c
40c
50c

very

Delivery
Delivery
Delivery
Delivery

100 lb.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.

per
per
per
per
per

100 lbs.
108

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, StoTers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Pnrlly
Vega Famoua.
AVENUE
701
DOUGLAS
OFFICE

lasting Qualities ot Which Have Made Las

1

Do You Dread Your Meals?
Your food does you tittle good when
vou have no desire for it, when you
dread meal time. What you need is
Chamberlain's Tablets. They- will
strengthen
sharpen your appetite.
your digestion and give you a relish
for your meals. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
U
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re Best
a rice t Finders
Classifies d. search out the people
those who MIGHT BSY- - ths 'particular

lo

tht;

aoia nnonj an
n worth mot.

That property rou want to sell Is WORTH MOBT u
the ada. la tSls lewspaper and woaid aever
you? property unless it were advertised aere.
who reads

kwi.
ketu

Oth era who read and anther ads. la this aewstaeer wast (ai
anxloua u pay eah for) books, automobiles, used
saacaiBerr
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RETAIL PRICES
Del

Y

(STER-LIN-

Will G. Richmond, a resident of
KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUNCal., will answer any InquirCIL ,NO. 804. Meets second and
ies about Foley's
Tar
and
Honey
He says further "Foley's ' urth Thursday in O. R. C. hall,
Compound.
Tar
Honey and
Compound has greatly Pioneer building.
Visiting members
benefited me for bronchial trouble are cordially invited. Richard Devlne,
and cough, after I used other rem- G.
K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
edies that failed. It is more like a
food than a medioine."
Do not accept a substitute. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.

field Republican.

and Storm.
Why milk curdles during a storm
is a question often asked. M. Thillat,
a recent investigator, says the change
Is not due to atmospheric
elctricity,
but that during a storm minute quantities of gases arising from decay
have an enormous influence on tht
development of the milk ferments' and
that since gases in the soil stream
forth during the period of low ba:'c:;
eter it Is reasonable to suppose Ih.-fthese gases hasten the curdling of
milk Also, if milk Is kept in the v
cinity of material undergoing
meats, soups, etc. a barometric de
pression will cause the poagulatioa of
milk more rapidly than Ouriag normal barometric condition

Petten, Secretary.

'

m rj

Foley Kidney Pills Succeed
Because they are an honestly made
Odd Job for a Woman.
The only woman in the United medicine that relieves promptly the
States in full charge of a seacoast suffering due to weak, inactive kidand painful bladder action. They
lighthouse is Mrs. E. A. Fish, of Point neys
a powerful help to nature In
Pinos, near Pacific Grove, Cal., who offer
up the true excreting kidney
has lately received a letter of con: building
tissue in restoring normal action and
mendation for her twenty years faith-- '
relieving bladder discomforts. TRY
ful service from the chief of the light- THEM.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
house service, together with a medal Drug Store. Adv.
bearing the Inscription, "U. S. L. S "
and "Efficiency."
She has been in
Chronic Dyspepsia
charge of the Point Pinos light since
The following unsolicited testimo
the death, in 1892, of her husband, nial should certainly be sufficient to
who was head of the department of give hope and courage to persons afhistory and physiology in the Univer- flicted with chronic dyspepsia. "I
This lighthouse, have been a chronic dyspeptic for
sity of California.
which stands at the end of Monterey vears, and of all the medicine I have
peninsula and marks the entrance to taken, Chamberlain's Tablets have
the bay, was built in 1892, and is one done me more good than anything7
of the few early seacoast lights which else," says W. G. Mattison, No.
Hornellsrille, N. Y. For
remain in perfect condition. Spring- Sherman allSt.,dealers.
Adv.
ale by
Milk

a

r'Mli

sue

CAFE

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
M. Regular coin-M- '
102 Meets every
Monday night at
munication first and O. R C. hall, on .Pong-taavenue at
third
Thursday in 8 o'clock. Visiting members are coreach month. TisiUng
J. C. Wertz, Presidially welcome.
brothers cordially
dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C
Wm. P. Mills,
Bally, Treasurar.

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO.
3, ROY- No. 10
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
vocation first Monday In
eacn month at Masonic No. 1
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H. No.
3.,..
B. Hubbard. H P : F n No.
7
Blood, Secretary.
9
No.
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Pennsylvania Dealer Then
Sells Them Milk With Which to
Feed the Kittens.

tfon, and adjoining the right of way
the ferry ramming the steamship In
R p n. Tt.
ttia A T
thencpi had been murdered by herJiusband to the fall of 19082"
whom
to
to
the
htm,
girl
marry
along the north of said right of way enable,
"Yes," said the little bride
of said railroad as follows: 834 feet he was then paying attention. Many
"We were almost side by side when
around a 3 degree 50 minute curye years passed, however, before Prosecutor Carpenter of this county was the shock came. The ferryboat turned
on her side and a dozen of us were
degrees 10 minutes; thence north 80 aroused to action by the persistent
I could
not
flung into the water.
careful
a
After
rumors.
investigation
degrees 32 minutes east 5865 feet to
I was struggling wildly, battling
swim.
point of curve of a 30 minute curve which brough to light a great deal of with death when I felt his arm round
of radius 11,459 feet, and a delta of 13 damaging evidence against McCune me and heard his voice in my ear.
degrees 15 minutes; thence 841 feet and Incldentaly led to his imprison- "Keep cool," he said quietly. "There Is
.adong the north side of right of way ment on the charge of arson, the evi no danger. In a few moments the boat
on said curve (the said1 two curves dence was submitted to the grand will reach us."
"When he said that my terror left
herein described being qn a 100 foot jury which found an indictment me.
I Just lay etlll and let him supwith
him
distance
width of right of way, the
against McCune, charging
me above the water. 1 think those
port
were the happiest moments of my life.
tieing measured on the outside of the the murder of his wife.
And when at last we were picked up
right of way, and the curve data given
Women Need Health and put safely aboard and given warm
for thio center line of said railroad)
and Strength
clothes and hot drinks in the saloon
to the southwest corner of the land of The
wonv cabin, a sudden fear fell on my
of a
work
22
north
spirit
degrees
thence
"Kate Wright;
an makes a constant call in her I knew that, since he had spoken, I
38 minutes west 2553 feet to nortfr strength and vitality, and sickness
should never see that look in hi3 eyes
woof rfvrTipr of the land of Kate comes through her kidneys and mad10
der oftener than she knows. Foley again.
"Wright; thence north 8 degrees
"Just before we
ashore he
north-as- t Kidney Pills will
to
the
Invigorate and re- came up to me. Hestepped
9080
feet
minutes east
looked at me Innervousstore
weak
back,
and
her,
He said nothing; there was
corner cf land of said Kate ness,
aching joints and irregular blad- quiringly.
38
der action will all disappear when nothing for either of us to say. He
Wright; thence south 22 degrees
minutes east 2706 feet to the south- Toley Kidney Pills are used. O. G took me in his arms and kissed me.
"Then he spoke. T am going west
and Red Cross Drug Store
east earner of the land of said Kate Schaefer
-- Adv.
today,' he 6aid. "Tell me your name.
of
of
way
the
to
and
right
"Wright
When I come back I shall come to see
the said A. T & S. F. R. R.; thence
you. It may be six months or six
alon-said right of way north 67
The changeable weather of early yesjs. But I ehall always claim you.
17 minutes east 7050 feet to the fall brings on coughs and colds that I shall never let you go out of mv
life.'"
station ground of Onava; thence'north have a weakening effect on the sys
and may become chronic. Use
"And?" questioned the little bride.
22 degrees 43 minutes west 174 feet tem,
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound,
"That Is all, my dear."
Co a point on the south boundary line it has a very soothing and healing efThe lonely girl had arrived the day
thence fect on the irritated and Inflamed air
if the Montoya Allotment;
before the bridegroom was called back
sec41
will
and
minutes
very
56
quickly,
help
passages,
morth 89 degrees
a veil known family medicine to the city. She was a bird of passonds west 17,351 feet along said south fthatis srives
results. O. G. Schaefer and age; she was due to return on the day
Allohat the bridegroom returned. The
boundary line of said Montoya
ted frowp Tne
tment to its southwest corner, being
'iridegroom actually arrived at the ho-- f
just as the lonely girl stood In the
the point and place of beginning, conNo woman who works in the state
fice, her baggage beside her, waiting
more or less.
taining 3515 acres,
And" that unless you, the said de- "f Utah receives less than 90 cents 'or her carriage. The bridegroom
in a day, and even one learning new Milked in and the lonely girl turned
fendants, enter your ppearance
nd looked bin full in the face.'
90 cents daily, and
-- pm' action or suit on or before the work must be paid
? the look on
The little bride
her
A. T. MX iffer an apprenticeship of six months
,.",, ,iv of
vrtvr-"."c, out fh" absorbed
.jo
to
be
raided
$1.25
must
tier
ass
r do!"" im
ii i'iiiH.
t tne bridegroom
;t
10 U:it:l much of
aix:IKt you I per day.
home-keepin-

ca
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SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTl VAMI
ALWAYS HANDLKP

WOT

Shrewd

TO BE TRIED FOR MURDER
Jasper, Ind., Oct. 30. The case of
Jack McCune, who was indicted for
"You Never Learned His Name?"
the alleged murder of his wife, Mary
McCune, more than 15 years ago. Is see him on the boat. The look in his
cn the court docket for the end of eyes used to be a delight to me; he
was so youthful in spirit, so happy,
this week and, it is believed, will be so
buoyant, so different from that
taken up and heard without delay. crowd
I
of commonplace city men.
This case presents many features of knew he wanted to speak to me. But
nn unusual character and will un- he was a gentleman and I knew h
doubtedly attract considerable atten- never would unless we found a mutual
tion, Mrs. McCune, the alleged victim friend to introduce us. And I did not
him to; I knew somehow that it
of the murder, died suddenly more want
would break the spell if he should do
cir15
under
than
peculiar
years ago
so.
cumstances.
Although no 'definite
"1 think we must have known each
charges were made at the lime it other in this way for three months, alwas strongly suspected by the friends though we never exchanged a word, or
and neighbors of the woman that she bowed. And then do you remember

Home-Keepln-
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SALE OF THACHER
New York, Oct. 30.
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LET MUCH HEAT GO TO WASTE

European

Philippine Cooking Methods Not Likely to Be Copied by Ecoonmical
American Housewives.

OfcJlt Dark
Maiden With Many Advantages
Over Her Fairer Sitter.

jr

j

BRUNETTE FOR LIFE PARTNER
Physicians

Roast pig as prepared by the PhilipThe brunette la coming into her
woman may possibly taste as
pine
own. Science says bo.
''ell (to the
as if It were
Forget the mental picture of the prepared In thenatives)
most modern electric
golden-haired- ,
peaches-andcream complexion maiden that every ange or tireless cooker, but the cook
to
one at some time between, childhood ing operations are a great contrast
hose of the kitchens of our country
and old ago has decided would be the ' hp.
process cannot be considered as
ideal wife, says the Arkansas Gazette
the principles of localized
'tnhodying
Why, she bas all suns of
; plication
of heat, which is so effect
in our modern electric
Just listen to what tha European i.ily employed
are
about
blushthe
Baying
physicians
ing blonde:
In the first place her lungs are liable to be weak.
Blondes are far more prone to tuberculosis than are their swarthier sisters, the brunettes.
Dark women best resist disease and
live longest.
Again the blonde is more apt to
have any of the following ailments
than is the brunette: Rheumatism,
melancholia, general debility, anaeand gas cooking, for in this case most
mia and scrofula. Think of that!
The blonde, science admits, is apt of the energy goes Into heating up a
to be gentler, prettier, better temper-ed- , half acre lot, and a very little into the
more lovable than is the dark mai- Pigden. Thus does she lure man's hearts
to her dainty feet.
TUfIN TO THE MODERN STEP;
But it is a danger signal. And It Is
nature's way of keeping up the aver- Writer Thinks Nevada Indians
age, by inducing strong men to marry
Advised in Forsaking Tribal
fragile women.
Dance for Turkey Trot.
BiondiiM for heauty, brunettes for
The
once noble red man tins &
brawn. Science says it. Maybe it is
itred much at the hands of his paleso.
face conqueror
He has exchanged
'lis hunting grounds for reservation-?SHOW THE GAMBLING SPIRIT lie has traded the
warpath for Hip
trail around the bases.
Iu place of
Bidders at Auction Sales, Without the forest primeval he now inhabits
Funds, Find Delight in Just Avoidthe circus tent. Me has bartered a
ing Being Shown Up.
continent for firewater and trousers.
As If this were not
enough, .the
to
One of the funny sights,
the per- ':- Sic news comes from Nevada that
son who didn't bid at all, at the Morlias sounded still another depth ol
ris Park real estate auction, was the
his tribal
liiominy
Abandoning
look of higU courage, shading insen
lices. he has taken up the turkey
on
the face (T,t.
sibly Into reckless daring,
of some man who was bidding $800
ilefore this revelation all the old
when he knew he would have trouble ;:):!sions as to the
dignity and self
raising 30 cents.
of the American Indian fell
dolls!
dolls!" the " 'in a crash. Not even the most
auctioneer would call, trippingly on
admirer of Hiawatha's people
n
the tongue.
dolls t Going at .:u
picture them in the mazes of the
dolls.
Unless!" The
Going!
A turkey
ot without a shudder.
strain on the bidder's face would be
Indian deserves no greater
vetting
terrible to behold. What on earth was
than a turkey-trottinpale
he going to do If the lot was knocked
'..23 clerk.
down to him? What was he going to
Why the red man should seek to
do, he asked you, with wild, beseechaange the ghost dance for the trot,
ing eyes.
.f' snake dance for the bunny hug
"Why doesn't somebody go on and
r the fire dance for the grizzly bear
bid? I don't want the darn lot," he s
t
a mystery. While the Indian's
whispered to his next neighbor one
gyrations may be a trifle more
night.
!!;.iiifiod
than the latest menagerie
Ateny-five!- "
"Ateny-five- ,
called the movements,
they are only slightly less
then.
auctioneer, just
baric than the dances which now
':
"What does he say?" queried the 't'!1 the floor in
polite circles. The
reckless one.
Jiforence in savage energy is hardly
You've lost your w orth the substitution.
lot."
With Terpsichore gone mad, we
luck!" ..iay look for an early retaliation by
"Ain't that the plague-take-i- t
said the reckless one, who was also
iio dansant paleface for the raid
resilient. "Neb mind. I'll get another
iiich the Iudlan has made upon his
chance before thi3 .thing i3 over."
lances.
The snake dance and the
New York Post.
v.arwhcop will be taken, in turn, and
mide a part of the turkey trotter's
Famous English Watering Place.
repertoire. Even at this late date Lo,
Bath is the chief place in Somerset, the poor Indian, can't make a trade
and a very handsome town upon the without getting the worst of it. New
beloved Avon, says an English ex- York Evening Sun.
change. Situated in a lovely valley
and upon picturesque elopes, it has
Fifty Years a Mission Worker.
,
The Rev. David Thompson, D. D.,
been declared to be unrivaled
T the
and
Presbyterian mission in Japan,
socially,
historically
among
archaeologically
English .vrently celebrated the fiftieth anni-- r
rsary of his arrival in that
towns, its houses being of fine gray
He
limestone, along charming terraces country as a mission worker.
assisted in organizing the first
and crescents.
church in Tokyo, and for
It owes its name to hot mineral
springs, whose value did not escape years served as interpreter to the
t'niu-States legation. During bis
the notice of the
Romans,
who not only built a city around the connection with the latter office he
translated, among other documents,
springs; but also set up a temple.
original Japanese penal code and
It was "taken" by many other marauders after that. Its reputation as fx!" of criminal procedure, which
a modern watering place dates from '.rre published in the United States
1650, and a century later all English in iSl. Dr. Thompson has also made
fashionables nocked thither, thanks many other translations on various
to the indefatigable exertions of Beau tciics. Now, at the age of seventy-eighhe is still active in the cause
Nash, to whom the place owed the
of religion, taking part in the genorder of its customs.
"Many a time and oft" has It fig- eral work of the Japanese church.
i
ured in romance from "The School
Welcome the College Farmer.
for Scandal" to the "Pickwick
When a young fellow has finished an
agricultural college course and returns
to take up bis work on the old farm
Where They Fall.
him the right hand of fellowship
them
who
are
euetiiiy give
There
many
than one bright young man has
More
admit that "the life is
00 than teen discouraged
and sent away from
meat," but who fail practically and the farm by some relative or family
in
the
make
to
application
broadly
friend interfering with his business
social life. These are they who
and
leading the old folks to believe
kitchor
others in mill, or shop,
was going wrong. Though he
he
that
en, In order that they themselves may
not tell you so, In words, the
make bigger profits, escape the bur- may fellow has
come home with the
dens of care, or dine with an epi- younc
of
the old farm the
Intention
making
curean luxury. It has been truly su.u
cn
Such a young
earth.
best
place
that a civilization "which loses life man needs encouragement. If you
in providing the means to live is not
can't give him a few kind words, keep
highly moral," and that a society
mouth closed. Don't discourage
your
some
for
'which can afford luxuries
boy's initiative. Give him a show-tcannot easily justify unhealthlul con- the work
out his ideas- Philadelphia
ditions of production, or lack of gen.Journal.
Farm
for
Neither
society
eral education."
nor for the individual can wealth,
Site of the Garden of Eden.
property, ease or enjoyment be ConAbout 3,000 men are at work on the
at
These
things
sidered as ultimates.
region between Babylon and Bagdad,
best are not what we live for, bul which
Sir William Wlllcocks thinks
what we live with. Zion's Herald.
,was the site of the Garden of Eden, At
present it is an arid desert, but the
Between.
Turkish government seems deterCrops on Same Land Far
Though tobacco is the chief product mined to do for it what Anglo-Egyof North Borneo, the land produces but has done for the lower Nile. Sir John
one crop of the product in seven or lackson is to perform feats on the Eunine years, with the result that new phrates by building barrages, so as to
fields must be cleared every year. Aft- suffuse the arid regions with the for.
er the jungle is cut and burned an tilizlng waters of the river. At first a
army of Chinese coolies is turned on district of 600,000 acres will be irrithe land with hoes to dig it and pre- gated, at a cost of $7,500,000 after
pare it for planting. No plowB are which the value1 of tho land, now pracused. The young tobacco plants are tically nil, will be at least $30,000,000.
set out by hand and kept clean with When entirely Irrigated Sir William
hoes. It is necessary for a tobacco Wiilcocks estimates
this resusplanter to possess thousands of acres citated Garden of lijden will have acof uncultivated land ia reserve, sn4 quired a value of iSCO,000. Young
to employ 600 to 1.000 cooliea.
j
Churchman.
blue-eye-
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COULDN'T STAND THE ORDEAL
Prisoner Pleads Guilty Rather Than
Listen tc Many Hypothetical
Questions of Experts.
"Do you plead guilty or not guilty
to this charge?" asked the court.
The prisoner looked around him.
Beside him was the doubtful lawyer
he had retained to defend him. Arrayed against him were the best attorneys In the country. Above him
eat the linplacaole judge, and across
the room was the
Jury.
"Judge," sala the prisoner, "before
I enter this plea can I ask some questions?"
bone-heade- d

"You may."
"If I stand trial, will I hafter Bet
here an' listen while these here

ehysters ask hypothetical questions?"
"You will."
"Do I hafter

hear all these here
handwritin' experts, fur an'- agin?" .
-

"You do."
"Will I hafter set right here while
the insanity doctors does all their

talkin'?"
"Certainly."
"I'm ready."
"Prisoner at the bar, do you plead
guilty or not guilty?"
"Guilty."

B:.-.;i-

.

sweet-scente-

d

-

this teacher.
"The temp'rut zone!" chanted the
class.

well-drille- d

what do we mean by
Willie, you may an'temperate?'
swer."
"
'Temp'rut is were it's freezin' ooid
half the time an' roaslin' hot the other
half tho time."
If Willie wasn't sent to the head for
that It wasn't because he' didn't do
serve the honor.
And

"Ri;;hL

SURELY FICTION.
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"A-tru- n

n

per-tivi-

"A-tru-

g

"Eight-twenty-flv-
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seen-lcajly-

bath-lovin-

g

t,

Mrs. Henpeck Did you
book "He Fell In Love

read

this

With

His

Wife?"
Mr. Henpeck You don't think I'd
read such foolish fiction as that, do
you?'
i

Spoiled the Show.
There is a good story of an actor
who was depicting on the board a
powerful pathetic part.
He was made up marvelously to
look starved to skin and bone, tottering on the verge of death from starvation, gasping for breath . and weak
amaciation.
Still, he had on his fingers a flashing diamond ring, and the sarcastic
gallery reproved him for it one night.
At " the critical moment the hero
faltered out in agohy to the gallery:
"Good heavens!
If this fails, what

stall

I do?"

-

f The answer floated down unexpectedly from the top seats:
"Pawn yer ring!"
The act was spoiled. Ideas.
I

Subscriber.
"Was that man of much assistance
in our great political movement?"
"No. He Is one of those people who
will subscribe to your opinions, but
net to your campaign fund."
A

No Yy

'Do you know,

,

;

i never meet that

man yonder but he gets

on

my

nerves,."
"Who Is her
"My dentist"
Home Vaudeville.

"What's the trouble nowT"
"Dispute between our parlormaid
and our cook as to which Is the head-line- r
of the household,"

30,

FRUITS IN THE HOT WEATHER

H

Nature's Provision for the Preservation of Health When the Mercury Is Soaring.

1913.
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It is hardly necessary to tell the
summer girl to add fruits to her
beauty diet. There is a whole medicine chest of tonics to be found among
the fruits, and these are nature's
remedies which leaves no ill effects.
Perhaps among the tonic fruits, apples, prunes and pineapples are most
conspicuous. Of apples little need be
said other than that the axiom of our
childhood days, "gold in the morning,
silver at noon and lead at night," has
been abandoned. For the normal person apples are golden whether eaten
at night or noon. As both "food and
physic,"
prunes are
There is no simpler, pleasanter laxa
tive than a handful of prunes. Soak
them in a glass of water overnight
and take them the first thing in the
morning, drinking the fruit Juice and
masticating the prunes thoroughly be
fore swallowing. If this simple regi
men is kept up for a week or so it
will clear out the Bystem wonderfully
and also tone up the nerves.
The remedial powers of the pineap
ple are truly remarkable. If your
throat is swollen or sore, or irritated
with dirt after a fascinating motor
trip on summer roads, try gargling it
In pineapple Juice. Surely this is
much pleasanter than the usual lo
tions, and you will find it quite as
effective.
Moreover, the pineapple
contains a wonderful digestive fluid,
60 the girl whose blotchy skin is due
to a poor digestion will do well to eat
this fruit in large quantities, as it will
make easy the process of digestion
and prevent the dull headaches, the
pimples and muddy skin of which she
is at present complaining.
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Over your supply of stationery.
If you are running short, you'd
better put in an order right away
with

EASY TO EXAMINE THE LUNGS

.

tat

THE OPTICS'

Physicians Now Enabled to Perform
Rare Operations With the New
Bronchoscope.
An instrument known as the bronchoscope has been Introduced at the
hospital, Philadelphia, to aid In the examination of the
lungs and to remove foreign substances therefrom.
The bronchoscope Is
One
of the legs is hollow and Is surmounted by a small mirror and an electric

JOB DEPARTMENT

Medico-Chirurgic-

We can supply you with loose
leaf books of all descriptions,
stamps, seals and practically
everything in the line of office
supplies.

To remove a foreign body from

light.

the lungs, the hollow leg is inserted
in the mouth and permitted to pass
down the throat until it reaches the
vocal chords. With the aid of the
mirror and light on the outer end an
examination of the lungs is then made
and the foreign substance located.
This done, a small steel tweezer is
passed through the hallow tube and
the offending particle removed.
Dr. R. S. Sklllorn and his five assistants in the nose and throat department of the institution are skilled
in the manipulation
of the bronchoscope, and have been performing some
rare operations. Such things as collar buttons, screws, safety pins, chicken bones, nails, and dried peas have

SOCIAL AND

been removed.

BUSINESS CARDS

The instrument affords specialists
an opportunity of looking into the
lungs of tuberculosis patients.
Didn't Think

Much

of Lecturer.

Engraved or printed, at prices
that are sure to interest you.

Boston lecturer ,was
to give one of his lectures in a western city in which he had a sister who
had a family of several children. He
was the guest of his sisterr and his
nephew, a lad of nine or ten years,
wanted to attend the lecture. To this
his uncle said:
"I don't think that my lecture would
interest you, Harold. You would be
much better off at home and in bed.
Now if you will stay at home and go
to bed, I will give you a dollar, which
is the price of a ticket to the lecture."
"A dollar!" said the boy with a
gasp. "Why, uncle, it surely cant be- worth all that! I gueBs that fifteen
cents will he enough for you to pay
me. Don t you suppose that that will
be as much as It will be worth?" Il
lustrated Sunday Magazine.
A

well-kndw- n

Judge's

Good

All work must be perfect before
allowed to go out of the shop.
That's The Optic's Way.

tone

Advice.

"You should he very careful in your
investigations of every case presented
to you," said a New York Judge in impaneling a grand Jury recently. "Many
a
reputation has been destroyed by, the filing of unnecessary
Indictments, and the dismissal of the
Indictment does not remove the stigma upon a person's name."
That is good advice for any grand
ury anywhere. There Is always danger of the thought that "this Isn't a
trial; It Isn't calling him guilty; he'll
have his chance later on; we'll indict
him on general principles." But it ia
hard for anyone to undo the damage
caused by an unjustified Indictment
There would be no harm to the comwere made
munity if indictments
more difficult instead of more eaBy.
Boston Post.
hard-earne-
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New Way of Preserving Eggs.
A new way' of preserving eggs has
been practiced in Bavaria recently
which is said to be satisfactory. The
eggs are placed in water of a temperature of about 95 degrees for a quarter
of an hour. Then they are put on a
net, held for five seconds in boiling

water, and then, as quickly as possible, removed into cold water. The
eggs, still wet, are laid on a clean
cloth and allowed to dry by exposure
to the air. They must not he dried
off with a cloth or towel. When they
are dry they are packed in a box with
bran and ground peat. The box is
stored in a cool place, out. of renh of
frost. Eggs thus preserved in .Tuna
wera found to bo perfectly fresh uet
Uareh.-"rptyDFaming;. ,
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One or the Other.
One kid story leads on to another. A
Cleveland school teacherone who has
at several periods In the
past favored us- with anecdotes
about her pupils sends us an account
of a quiz conducted in her geography
class only a day or two ago. says the
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
"In what zone do we live?" asked
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You Need an
I!

automolile
lamiis
o'clock this evening.

Light

Fresh Sealshipt

it

Oysters

at
.

Fresh. Oysters. Another shipment
The Bismark.
Juat In.
Open all

Jersey Sweet Potatoes, Head

Lettuce, Cellery, Cranberries,
mons,

6:53

Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon
tfe
Adv.
Opir'' Bar.

night
New

at

Pears, Apples,

Adv.

Spare ribs, Bauer kraut and all kinds
of pickles at Pete Roth's market this

Le-

week.

Adv.

Bananas,
Fresh Oysters. Another shipment
(3pen all
The Bismark.
In.
Adv.
night.

Grape Fruit, Strawberries, Tokay

just

Grapes at

J.H.Stearns

There wlU be a meeting of the Las
Vegas Scottish Rite club at the Masonic temple this evening at 7:45
AH members are requested
o'clock.
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Santa Fe train No. 7 was run in
two sections this morning as a result
of usually heavy business en the limited going west. The traffic win
not continue so heavy, in the opinion
of the local officials. This morning's
rush was caused by an overcrowding
of the first section out of Kansas

railway yards here last night, but the
Santa Fe officer could not see things
that way and ordered him out of town.
Long promised to go but later Raelsback discovered him sleeping in a box
car and Immediately placed him un
der arrest
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ilflivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
fy Durable in construction, reliable in operation cheaper than horse power
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Investigate its merits and obtain full particulprs from

GimiilES ILFELD COMPANY, Agents
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Received:
Fresh Cereals, PeMijohn'.
Breakfast Food, G raJ ns of Gold, Farinose, Pearl Hominy, Homlnv Grits,
Cream' of Wheal, Imperial Oat Mea.1,
A' full line of

Quaker Oats, Kellogg's

Whea.1 Bis-

cuit. Kellogg's Cora Flakes, Shredded
Whea.t, Post Toa.ties, Quaker Puffed
Rice, Quaker Puffed Wheat. Quaker
Corn Puffs and Aunt Jamlmi'i Pancake Flour,
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The following civil service examinations will be held in this city on
the dates mentioned: November 24,
laundress, salary $180. December 1,
mechanician, male, salary $1,020. December 3, junior inspector, male,
$1,380; telegraph operator, male
and female, Balary $900 to $1,000; aid,
maje, salary $1,200; assistant in agricultural technology,
male, salary
$1,200 to $2,250; veterinarian, male,
salary $1,200 to $1,400; chemist in
forest products, male, $1,600; laboratory aid in physics, male and female,
salary $G0O to $72r. December.
editorial clerk, salary $900 to $1,400;
heating and ventilating enginoer and
draftsman, male, eaJary $1,200; business principal, male, salary $1,000 per
annum. For all other information
concerning these examinations see
Oscar Linberg at the local postoffice.
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Colonel Ralph B. TwItcheH, who
held a meeting at the Albuquerque
Commercial club last night for the
purpose of conferring with the teachers of that city In regard to the educational display to be made by New
Mexico at the San Diego exposition,
has sent word to Las Vegas that he
will hold a similar meeting here next
Colonel Twitchell, who is a
week.
member of the state board of expo-

sition commissioners, asks the county superintendent, the teachers of the
public schools and the faculty of tlie
Normal University to meet him prepared to gfve suggestions regardin?
the historical events to be depicted
in moving pictures, as part of New
Mexico's display in 1915. The meeting here will be held at the Normal
University on a date to be announced
later.

DON'T
Take up your RUGS
and CARPETS
Have lb fin cleaned on the
Floor with the
VACUUM CLEANER
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Overcoat
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a collection of very neat, art-

istic Furniture for every room
in the house. It is all strongly and durably butlt, and the
finish to each article is
perfect. We invite
inspection,
and should be glad to show
you through our large and
varied stock. Every piece is
warranted, and our pieces will
satisfy the most economical.
Carpets, Matting: and Rugs
a specialty with us.

Our Stock is Complete and
all men and young men will
find STYLE, QUALITY and
PRICE to suit their fancies and
fit their pocket books as well.
If You Have Decided
to buy an overcoat, all we ask
is that you come in and look
over our line.

Adler Rochester Overcoats

mwm

will Fit You Better, Look Better
and Please You Better than any
common make for which you
would pay the same price.

J. C. JOHNSEN
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COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS

E. LAS VEGAS.

Taichert's
Clothing Store
torrcet

Garmmils

for Mcu

NEW MEX.

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
Hallet Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
.

E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
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Your

Fresh Oysters. Another shipment
The Bismark.
just in.
Open all

Olft RCi

For Particulars Tfliphone 3'airi 35
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A ecrumptous affair will be that
ragtime, tacky party at the Commercial club rooms tonight, according to
those in charge of the baile. Arrangements were made yesterday by
ithe "feed committee" to have a barrel of cider on tap at this affair and
also a goodly number of the "regular"
Halloween doughnuts, that- is, more
hoje In the nut than dough.
The dance will start at 9 o'clock
and continue until the dancers in
their raggy costumes have all dropped
out of the race and are satisfied that
they have danced the Halloween season in with a good will. The floor has
been placed in excellent shape for
this affair and is all ready for the
deft feet of the dancers. The attendance will include many who have
never before attended these affairs
and a generally good time is expected.
ALL HOBOES HAVE 'EM
That cigarettes and booze are the
cause of the downfall of many a man
was shown this morning when Judge
D. R. Murray explained1 to a representative of The Optic that from an
average of nine out of ten vagrants
who are arrested here, a package of
"nails" and a bottle of liquor are taken.
"I thoroughly believe that these two
things cause more men to become

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $23,000.'

WEAR UNDER IT

In every department
are prepared

spend almost
the entire winter in it
and it is the most noticeable garment you
wear. It. therefore,
must be right in cut
and material.
You

1

of Banking we
to give the best of service

interest Paid on

We are showing a
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YOU

WHATEVER
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larger assortment of
materials and styles
in overcoats than ever
before. Overcoats for
the large, the small,
the stout an tall.
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Larjje, Roomy Overcoats

at Prices From
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DOT

OVERLAND HCD

W to $25

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you

CHEEHBERCER
Las

Meniele

Veps

&

Phjne Main 344.
PLAGUE IN MANILA
San Francisco, Calif., Oct, 30.

Machine
Wm.

Co

Vhalen, Prop.

Cor

respondence from Manila reports two
deaths there from bubonic plague,
one of them being of William Crozier,
Bulletin.
managing editor of

THE OLD RELIABLE

the-Dail- y

Subscribe for The Optic

AGON
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BOUCHER'S
DELICIOUS
EATABLES
FULL CKEAH

CHEESE

Genuine Camembert

vagrants and tramps than anything
else," said Judge Murray. His belief
is back up by statistics taken from
prisons all over the country.
LOOKS LIKE ELOPEMENTS
Monday, Taos was awakened from
her slumbers by the startling news
that Miss Elsie Witt and Miss Gertrude Cummins, two charming school
girls of Taos, and Winfield Scott,
otherwise known as "The Virginian,"
and Jack Martin, only son of Dr. and
Mrs. T. P. Martin, had left the countrythe four of them in the doctor's
two passenger Ford.
They attended
a dance in Red River City, visited
Elizabeth town, and the last heard of
them was at Questa, where it is said
they left for Colorado, supposedly to
be married. The parents of all parties concerned have the sympathy of
all, and if is to be hoped that the
runaways will return homo soon, safe,
pane, happy, married and forgiven.
Taos Valley News.

ST NATIONAL BANK

Be Good

OF LAS VEGAS. N

husband has practically recovered
from the Illness with which h suffered here. Her son, Walter Mar
cotte, recently was elected one of the
officers of the Ennis council of the
Knights of Columbus.

A. Julius tfohnson, of Albuquerque,
Dr. Jacob H. Landau, spiritual di who was committed to the State Hos
rector of Temple
Monteflore, an pital for the Insane here several
nounced this morning that the subject weeks ago, left yesterday afternoon
of his address tomorrow night at the for his home after having been proregular Sabbath services of his con nounced sane by Dr. "William Porter
gregation would be "The Blood Ac Mills. Johnson was Injured In a mocusation." The address will have to torcycle race at Albuquerque, and,
mur following an operation, became insane
do with the
"ritual
ders," In Russia, the blame for which and was so unmanageable that it was
has been placed upon the Jews, but necessary to remove him to the state
which Christian denominations in all hospital. When Johnson was brought
parts of the world have declared no here it was thought that it would take
more likely to have been committed only a short time to bring him back
by Jews than by any other persons. to a normal condition of mind. Mrs.
The address is sure to be interesting. Johnson accompanied her husband to
The public Is cordially Invited to at- Albuquerque.
tend the services, which will begin
at 8 o'clock.
A BIG DANCE

sal-ary- r.

AT THE

OVERCOATS

Frank Long, a gentleman of the night. Adv.
road, was sentenced to serve GO days
Finch's Golaen Wedding Rye, aged
on the city streets this morning by
In wood.
Direct from the distillery
Judge D. R. Murray. Long was arto
At
the L"bby, of course.
you.
rested last night by Santa Fe Officer
Adv.
Raelsback on the charge of trespassing. Long la a personal acquaintance
Mrs. E. Marcotte, formerly a resiof Raelsback, the officer some time
ago In a Colorado city having the duty dent of Las Vegas, has written
of arresting him for the same charge. friends that she and her family are
Long was inclined to remain in the happily located at Ennis, Tex. Her
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to be present.
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You outfit to eat our

"Virginia" Bacon
(or breakfast

Gross, Kelly.
R

Sole Agents

Lettuce

Fancy Cauliflower,
Cellery and Sweet Potatoes
Mora Vegetables
Apples Galore, Cranberries
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
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